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Abstract 
The Unified theory of Technology Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model 
suggest that the user acceptance before adopting a technology will greatly affect how the 
technology is accepted, and in effect its impact and performance in the organisation. A 
technology that is having an increasing presence in organisations is Procure-to-Pay 
(P2P) systems. P2P systems have been shown to achieve performance gains after a 
successful implementation in the form of increased efficiency, higher quality and better 
control in the procurement process. Being able to assess beforehand the performance 
gains of a technology before adoption is a crucial step for organisations seeking to lower 
uncertainties. This research assesses the importance of user acceptance as a 
precondition for a successful implementation of a P2P system. 
 
The research was conducted as a multiple case study at three organisations; Jernhusen, 
Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. Jernhusen is considering adopting a P2P 
system. Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter have undergone the adoption of a P2P 
system. By measuring the user acceptance at Jernhusen the performance of a P2P 
system was assessed from a theoretical standpoint. The performance of a P2P system, 
and how well the implementation had succeeded was measured at Akademiska Hus and 
Specialfastigheter and put in relation to the measured user acceptance before adoption. 
This provided data to assess to what extent user acceptance is a precondition for a 
successful implementation of a P2P system. 
 
The study found that the user acceptance at Jernhusen, Akademiska Hus and 
Specialfastigheter was low before adoption. The theory indicate that this would lead to 
low adoption of a P2P system at Jernhusen and few performance gains. However, 
performance measurements made at Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter indicated 
that the P2P systems have led to medium to high performance gains respectively despite 
of low user acceptance before adoption. The research therefore concluded that user 
acceptance is not an important precondition for a successful implementation of a P2P 
system. 
 

Keywords: Procure-to-Pay, P2P, E-procurement, The Unified theory of Technology 
Acceptance and Use of Technology, UTAUT 
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Sammanfattning 

Unified Theory of Technology Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) modellen 
menar att användaracceptans innan en teknologi implementeras i en organisation är en 
avgörande faktor på hur organisationen kommer ta till sig teknologin och i sin tur 
teknologins effekt på organisationen. En teknologi som är allt mer framstående inom 
större organisationer är Procure-To-Pay (P2P) system. Effekterna av ett P2P system efter 
en framgångsrik implementation har påvisats vara förbättrad kvalité samt ökad effektivitet 
och kontroll av ingående steg av inköpsprocessen. Att kunna utvärdera systemets 
inverkan på en organisation i förhand är avgörande för organisationer som ämnar att 
minimera osäkerheter och risk vid systemimplementation. Denna studie utvärderar vikten 
av användaracceptans som en förutsättning för en lyckat implementation av ett P2P 
system. 

Studien var genomför som en flertalig fallstudie hos 3 organisationer; Jernhusen, 
Akademiska Hus och Specialfastigheter. Jernhusen överväger införandet av ett P2P 
system. Akademiska Hus och Specialfastigheter har infört ett P2P system. Genom att 
mäta användarnas acceptans hos Jernhusen utvärderades effekterna av införandet av 
ett P2P system ur ett teoretiskt perspektiv. Effekterna av ett P2P system och hur 
framgångsrik implementationen varit utvärderades vid Akademiska Hus och 
Specialfastigheter, och dessa effekter sattes i förhållande till användarnas acceptans 
innan införandet av systemet. Detta tillgängliggjorde data för att utvärdera till vilken grad 
användaracceptans är en förutsättning för en lyckad implementation av ett P2P system. 

Studien fann att användaracceptans hos Jernhusen, Akademiska Hus och 
Specialfastigheter var låg innan införandet av ett P2P system. Teorin föreslår att detta är 
dåliga förutsättningar för en framgångsrik implementation samt svårt att uppnå de 
önskade effekterna av systemet. Dock visade data från Akademiska Hus och 
Specialfastigheter att P2P systemen hade lett till de önskade effekterna trots den låga 
användaracceptans. Därmed drar studien slutsatsen att användaracceptans inte är ett 
avgörande förutsättning för en lyckad implementation av ett P2P system. 

 

Nyckelord: Procure-to-Pay, P2P, E-procurement, Inköpsprocess, UTAUT, 
Användaracceptans, Systemimplementation 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the purpose of this study alongside a brief overview of the theoretical               
fields upon which the research have been based on. Moreover the aim and objective of the                
research are presented, as well as the derived research questions. The delimitations of the              
study are stated followed by the thesis outline. 
 
Today, few people manage to complete their work unassisted by advanced information            
technologies (Leonardi, 2011). IT permeate knowledge intensive firms; from productivity tools,           
to accounting software and decision systems. Thus the adoption of relevant technology is more              
important than ever for organisations. Well researched models such as The Innovator’s            
Dilemma have shown how thriving companies can lose their competitive advantage by failing to              
adopt new technologies (Christensen, 1997). It has been shown that a crucial component for              
organisations to successfully adopt new technology is user perception of the technology before             
adoption (Taherdoost, 2019, Venkatesh et al. 2003, Davis, 1989). If users do not perceive the               
technology as useful they are less keen to use the technology. Meaning that the organisation               
will fail to achieve the desired outcome of said technology (Brown et al. 2002). Thus, to assess                 
the likelihood of a successful technology adoption, organisations measure the user acceptance            
of the technology (Venkatesh, 2003, Bergman et al. 2017, Rogers, 2003).  
 
One model used to assess user acceptance is the Unified Theory of Technology Acceptance              
and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, 2003). UTAUT is an combination of eight             
prominent models assessing the perceptions and willingness to adopt a technology. Moreover,            
the Diffusion of Innovation theory by Rogers map the steps individuals and organisations take              
before incorporating a new idea into ongoing practice (Rogers, 2003). The core of these models               
is the same; how people perceive technology before it is implemented will affect how it is                
accepted, adopted and in effect its impact on the organisation. 
 
One technology that is having an increasing presence on organisations is Procure-to-Pay (P2P)             
systems (Trkman, 2010, Moe, 2004). A P2P system is an electronic procurement            
(e-procurement) system which through process integration capabilities may provide significant          
contribution to a firm's performance (Trkman, 2010). However, research suggest that fear of             
change is a barrier for organisations to adopt a P2P system (Gunasekaran et al. 2009). It has                 
also been shown that assessment of the direct impact, but especially the indirect impact of P2P                
systems, is complex and inconclusive (de Boer et al. 2002).  
 
Due to importance of user acceptance, and the uncertainties of assessing the impact of P2P               
system, this research will explore whether user acceptance is an important precondition for a              
successful implementation and the performance gains of adopting a P2P system. From this             
proposition, the aim and objective of the research was defined.  
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1.1. Aim and Objective 

The aim of this research is to explore if how important user acceptance before adoption is for                 
assessing the performance and likelihood of a successful P2P system implementation. The            
objective is to study three case companies in total, one that is considering adopting a P2P                
system and two that have undergone the adoption of a P2P system. By exploring the               
relationship between performance and user acceptance in the companies that have undergone            
the adoption, one can discuss if the same conclusions can be drawn for the company still                
considering adoption. 

1.2. Research Questions 

Given the aim and objective, the main research question was derived: 
 
How important is user acceptance as a precondition for successful implementation of a P2P              
system? 
 
To answer the research question, three additional research questions were defined. The first             
research question aim to explore the assessed performance of a P2P system, and likelihood of               
success based on directly measured user acceptance, This will be explored from a theoretical              
standpoint on the organisation that has not undergone adoption. The question was derived as: 
 
RQ 1: What is the assessed performance of a P2P system based on user acceptance as a                 
strong precondition for a successful implementation? 
 
The second and third research questions aim create a foundation to validate the assessment by               
investigating the relationship between user acceptance and measured performance of a P2P            
system from two organisations that have adopted a P2P system. These two additional research              
questions were derived as: 
 
RQ 2: What was the user acceptance before adopting a P2P system? 
RQ 3: What is the measured performance of a P2P system after adoption? 
 
By combining the findings from RQ 1, 2, and 3 the main research question will be answered by                  
a discussion regarding how important user acceptance is as a precondition for assessing the              
performance of a P2P system for an organisation that has not yet adopted a P2P system.  
 
Explicitly the research looks at the procurement process from a specific intent, an identified              
business need, eg. the need to buy a lathe or the need to repair a door, to a paid invoice. This                     
process is referred to as Procure-to-pay or P2P process. Systems addressing the P2P process              
are referred to as e-procurement systems as well as P2P systems, for this reason P2P system                
and e-procurement system will be used interchangeably.  
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1.3. Delimitations 

A general model of the procurement process will be described in detail in section 2. In relation to                  
this model this study focused on limited steps of the procurement processes; namely the              
ordering function. The study did not assess the process of sourcing and reaching new              
framework agreements. Neither did the study investigate the process of procuring large turnkey             
contracts, nor processes that is already supported by property management systems. This due             
to the complexity and uniqueness of these processes and the fact that these processes are not                
supported by a P2P system in any of the studied organisations. 
 
The research was not conducted as a longitudinal study. Rather, the measured user acceptance              
during 2003 for Akademiska Hus and 2008 for Specialfastigheter was done by interviewing key              
personnel involved in the implementation of the P2P system at respective organisations. 

1.4. Thesis Outline 

The thesis follows the structure as presented below. 
 
Literature Review 
This chapter presents the necessary theory and previous research done in the field to in order                
the answer the research question. The theory and previous research are presented in a general               
sense, and with more detailed descriptions where needed to clarify certain aspects or subjects.              
Moreover definitions and distinctions of the terminology are made to keep a coherent language              
throughout the report. 
 
Method 
This chapter presents the method and methodology used in the study. The methods chosen are               
brought forward and their suitability for this report is motivated. Moreover aspects of reliability              
and validity in relation to the research are discussed. 
 
Result & Analysis 
This chapter presents the result derived from the data collection of the case study. The chapter                
defines the context of the case study and the procurement process of interest. Moreover the               
findings are brought forward in relation to the research questions. 
 
Discussion 
This chapter expands on the previous chapter bringing forward a discussion regarding the             
results and analysis made. The implications of the result and analysis are questioned and              
dissected in order to capture aspects to be considered. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter summarizes the study by answering the research questions. Moreover this chapter             
also includes the contributions of the report in a theoretical and empirical sense as well as the                 
limitations and future research. 
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2. Literature Review 
In this chapter the theory necessary to answer the research question will be presented. Firstly,               
broad definitions of purchasing, procurement and digital procurement systems are brought           
forward, this due to many terms and concepts nowadays being used in the area of purchasing                
and procurement. However, no agreement exist about the definition of the terms like             
procurement, purchasing, e-procurement and P2P systems hence they are used          
interchangeably (Van Weele, 2005). The use of different terminology while referring to the same              
process creates a challenge for this paper in defining the scope. Thus, a closer examination of                
the different definitions is made their respective sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Secondly, terminology              
and aspects regarding the inner workings of the procurement process are brought forward             
allowing a deeper understanding of the process of interest. Lastly, the theoretical frameworks             
for defining and measuring user acceptance and performance are presented.  

2.1. Purchasing 

The process of interest in this study is the purchasing/procurement process since this is the               
process that will be affected by introducing a P2P system. Moreover, the employees affected by               
the adoption of said system, whose user acceptance is of interest, are active within this process.                
Hence, there is a need to understand and define the context of purchasing/procurement. 
 
The purchasing function traditionally encompasses the process of buying. The tasks involved            
are determining needs, selecting the suppliers, arriving at a proper prices, specifying terms and              
conditions, issuing the contracts and follow up to ensure proper delivery (Van Weele, 2005).              
The aim of the purchasing function has been argued to be obtaining the proper equipment,               
material, supplier and services of the right quality, in the right quantity, at the right price and                 
from the right source (Aljian, 1984). 
 
Van Weele defines purchasing as following: The management of the company’s external            
resources in such a way that the supply of all goods, services, capabilities and knowledge which                
are necessary for running, maintaining and managing the company’s primary and support            
activities is secured at the most favorable conditions (Van Weele, 2005). 
 
The aim of the activities involved in the purchasing function can be summarized as: 

● Determining the specification of the goods and services needed to be bought. 
● Selecting the most suitable supplier and developing procedures and routines to select            

the best supplier. 
● Conducting and preparing negations with the supplier in order to establish an agreement             

and construction of contracts. 
● Placing orders with the selected supplier and/or to develop efficient purchase order and             

handling systems. 
● Monitoring and control of the order to secure supply. 
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● Follow up and evaluation in the form of setting claims, keeping product and supplier files               
up-to-date, supplier rating and supplier ranking. 

 
Figure 2 schematically illustrates the main activities within the purchasing function. It shows that              
these activities are closely interrelated. This figure will henceforth be referred to as the              
purchasing process model. 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic description of the purchasing function. 

Source: Redrawn from Van Weele 2005. 
 
With Van Weele’s definition of purchasing and the schematic description in Figure 2 this papers               
main area of study can be constricted to the order function. This due to invoices and                
governance going through crucial states in this function. Thus, to limit the scope of research and                
to consider the relevant stages, this paper will narrow the point of examination to this function. 

2.2. Procurement 

The preceding section described purchasing. However, since terms and concepts are being            
used interchangeably in the purchasing and procurement area, defining the latter is of need.              
Hence in this section describing and defining of procurement is made in order to differentiate               
between procurement and purchasing. This to establish a coherent description of the process of              
interest. 
 
Procurement includes all activities required in order to get the product from the supplier to its                
final destination. It encompasses the purchasing function, stores, traffic and transportation,           
incoming inspection, and quality control and assurance. Moreover, some organisations          
considers salvage and environmental issues, since they are related to materials, as a part of               
procurement process (Van Weele, 2005). Further, procurement can be referred to as the             
process of obtaining goods or services in any way, including borrowing and leasing (Lysons et               
al. 2006). 
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To put procurement into perspective one can use the value chain defined by Porter (Porter,               
1985) as a point of perspective. Supply chains and value chains are synonymous. A value chain                
as defined by Lysons is a linear map of the way in which value is added by mean of process                    
from raw materials to finished delivered product, including service after delivery (Lysons et al.              
2006). 
 
The value chain in Figure 3. is constructed with value activities and a margin which is achieved                 
by these activities. The value activities consists of two distinct groups of activities being physical               
and technical. These groups are then further divided into what Porter refers to as primary               
activities and support activities.  
 
Primary activities are those which are directed at the physical transformation and handling of the               
final products which is then to be delivers to customers (Porter, 1985). As can be seen from                 
Figure 3, distribution to the customer and providing services are parts of these primary activities               
(Van Weele, 2005). The primary activities are divided into five categories (Porter, 1985): 
 

● Inbound Logistics 
● Operations 
● Outbound Logistics 
● Marketing and sales 
● Services 

 
Support activities enable and support the primary activities. They can be directed at supporting              
one of the primary activities as well as supporting the whole primary process. Support activities               
are divided into four categories (ibid): 
 

● Procurement 
● Technology development 
● Human resources management 
● Firm Infrastructure 

 
Procurement relates to the inputs purchased to be used in the firm's value chain. These may                
include raw materials, supplies, and other consumable items as well as assets such as              
machinery, laboratory equipment, office equipment and buildings (Porter, 1985). These          
examples illustrate that purchased inputs may be related to primary activities as well as support               
activities. This is one reason why Porter classifies procurement as a support activity and not a                
primary activity  (Van Weele, 2005). 
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Figure 3. Porter’s value chain. 

Source: Redrawn from Lysons 2006 

2.3. Differences Between Purchasing and Procurement 

As seen in Figure 2 procurement is a somewhat broader term in contrast to purchasing. This                
due to including all activities required in order to get the product from the supplier to its final                  
destination, not being restricted to the buying process (Van Weele, 2005). Moreover, Porter             
regards procurement as a support activity as seen in Figure 3. Porter uses the term               
procurement rather than purchasing since, as he argues, the usual connotation of purchasing is              
too narrow among managers “The dispersion of the procurement function often obscures the             
magnitude of total purchases and means that many purchases receive little scrutiny” (Porter,             
1985). 
 
Since no agreement exist regarding the definition of terms like procurement and purchasing             
they have been used interchangeably (Van Weele, 2005). Procurement is, strictly, a more             
accurate term. This can also be observed in job titles where “purchasing” often is supplemented               
by “procurement” such as “procurement manager”, “procurement agents” and “head of           
procurement” (Lysons et al. 2006). 
 
To avoid confusion throughout this paper, the term used for all instances will be procurement if                
not explicitly stated otherwise. This due to it being the most accurate term. Furthermore              
“procurement” is consistent with the terminology used when referring to the digital systems             
addressing the procurement process.  
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2.4. Digital Procurement Systems 

The systems of interest in this study are digital procurement systems since these are the               
systems that would support the employees in the procurement process. These are the system              
whose user acceptance will be explored in this report. Hence, defining and describing these              
kind of systems is needed. The systems of interest are are covered in the expression P2P                
systems or E-procurement.  
 
P2P systems or E-procurement systems can be referred with two different notions, the broad              
and narrow. In the broad sense it is a collection of web technology-based purchasing solutions               
aimed at simplifying commercial transaction within and between organisations. In a narrow            
sense it entails information technology solutions for ordering, logistics, and handling systems, as             
well as payment systems (Van Weele, 2005). 
 
However, the term e-procurement is obscure and has resulted in debate on what is to be                
actually regarded as e-procurement (Purchase et al. 2010). Thus this paper will continue using              
the definition stated in previous research (de Boer et al. 2002, Reunis et al. 2004, Wu et al.                  
2007). Therefore, e-procurement refers to all types of purchasing transactions conducted over            
the Internet and includes processes such as reverse auctions, online e-marketplaces, use of             
online catalogues, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and proprietary developed software.          
(Purchase et al. 2010) 
 
This paper will focus on e-procurement software as technology with the definition stated in              
previous research (Davila et al. 2003). Hence a fully implemented type of e-procurement system              
is defined as any internet-based software application that enables employees to purchase            
goods from approved software electronic catalogues in accordance with company buying rules,            
while capturing necessary purchasing data in the process. The employee’s selection of a             
product for purchase from a supplier catalogue is automatically routed through the necessary             
approval processes and protocols.  
 
An example of a lighter implementation of a e-procurement system is a system that does not                
require approved software electronic catalogues, but rather focus on handling the ordering            
function. E-procurement software investment may take several forms, including purchase of a            
software package from a third party technology provider, use of an e-procurement system             
embedded in an Internet market exchange, subscription to e-procurement software hosted and            
supported by an application service provider (ASP), or development of a proprietary in-house             
system (Davila et al. 2003). 

2.4.1. Benefits of E-procurement 
The benefits one can achieve with the adoption of e-procurement can be classified into three               
different categories, these being Strategic, Operational and Opportunity. However the emphasis           
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of each of the categories will vary depending on how the system has been implemented               
(Attaran, 2001). The Strategic benefits concerns organizational changes as well as market            
advantage. Operational benefits means cheaper and more efficient purchasing processes          
(Gunasekaran et al. 2009). Opportunity is mainly related to improved and explored relations with              
present or new suppliers. The benefits associated to the adoption of a e-procurement system              
can be placed into the categories as presented below. 
 
Strategic, benefits include the gained discounts and improved services made able by            
consolidating the purchasing practises across the organisation. Moreover, shortening the time           
taken for crucial information to exchange between the buyer and supplier fall under this              
category. With the adaption of a e-procurement system one can reduce the amount of              
administrative hours. Hence, time can be put into other value creating tasks. Further, being able               
to react to changes in the market one can expect to have a higher chance of winning new                  
businesses (Attaran, 2001). 
 
Opportunity relates to improving the supplier and buyer relationship. This is achieved by             
enhancing the trading image of the company in order to attract better and more desirable               
suppliers. Having an enhanced trading image when negotiating contracts may as well lead to              
improved terms and benefit from the supplier (Sund-Norrgård et al., 2014). Further, having the              
e-procurement system in place improves the accuracy of the orders. By reducing the             
transactional errors the likelihood of receiving delayed or wrong goods is decreased (Attaran,             
2001). 
 
Operational benefits include the improvements in financial control gained by being able to easier              
match orders and invoices. Moreover, the shortened delivery time by cutting the time waiting for               
documents to arrive per mail as well as the the elimination of paperwork needed is of great                 
benefit. Further, the improved ability to audit thus reaching a higher level of security by enabling                
staff and auditors to verify and track movements of orders with the help of the system falls under                  
this category (Attaran, 2001). 
 
Furthermore, the simplification of the procurement process enabled by adapting e-procurement           
systems further means a shortening of the purchasing cycle time. This creates flexibility and              
enables a more up-to-date assessment to be done at the time of placing a purchase order                
(Davila et al. 2003). However in many cases, benefits relating to strategic impact, intangibles,              
and non-financial outcomes are often not explicitly described, resulting in companies not            
recognizing the true value of e-procurement (Gunasekaran et al. 2009). 

2.4.2. Risks of E-procurement 
The risks associated with e-procurement software include: Internal business risks, external           
business risks, technology risks and e-procurement process risks (Davila et al. 2003). The             
internal business risks constitute of companies being uncertain about whether having the            
appropriate resources to successfully implement an e-procurement solution and the challenges           
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that comes with. The external business risks revolves around the need for particular             
communication with customers and suppliers and how some suppliers might be hesitant to             
adapt to the technology due to economic reasons. Technology risks are related to fear of lack of                 
technological expertise thus not being able to determine what e-procurement solutions best suit             
a given company and need. The e-procurement process risks has to do with the risks               
associated with the security and control of the e-procurement process itself (Davila et al. 2003). 

2.4.3. Types of E-procurement Systems 
There are various types of solutions or marketplaces that can address the challenges faced in               
an organisation. Depending on the requested functionality the system can be constructed to fit              
specific needs. A marketplace is defined as a place on the internet where actual transactions               
can take place between buyers and sellers. A visitor to such a marketplace may find one of the                  
following variants (Van Weele, 2005). 
 

● Website: A place where a buyer finds a single seller or vice versa. A website is                
characterized by a one-to-one (1-1) relationship between the buyer and seller. 

 
● Buyer-centric portal: A marketplace set up by several sellers with on objective of offering              

the potential buyer a integrated product line. The buyer is not aware of the presence of                
the other buyers. A buyer-centric portal is characterized by a many-to-one (n-1)            
relationship between the buyer and seller. 

 
● Seller-centric portal: A place where a seller finds several buyers at the same time. The               

buyers are aware of the presence of other buyers. Examples here are auctioning sites              
run by larger department stores where individual consumers can bid. Other examples            
are auctions run for companies by independent providers. A seller-centric portal is            
characterized by a one-to-many (1-n) relationship between the buyer and seller. 

 
● Electronic market exchange: A marketplace where several sellers and buyers are           

present at the time. These may be organized per type of industry or per type of                
commodity. An electronic market exchange is characterized by a many-to-many (n-m)           
relationship between the buyer and seller. 
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Figure 4. Types of marketplaces.  

Source: Redrawn from Van Weele 2005 

2.5. Order Handling 

In this section relevant in depth knowledge related to the procurement process are presented              
specifically associated to order handling. The subjects covered are closely related to the order              
function defined in section 2.3. This section provide a detailed description of the essential topics               
and terminology used in the order function. 
 
Accepting Orders 
There are a number of ways one can construct a request for a purchase or contract for                 
materials and services to be submitted to the Procurement Department. However, regardless of             
the method of submission, a number of common elements define the process and requirement              
in most organizations. These steps have been defined by Sollish as the following (Sollish,              
2007): 
 

1. The procurement staff must have documented evidence that the order has been duly             
authorized in accordance with the prescribed organisational policy prior to processing it            
for placement. 

2. The information that originates with the requestor must be present, along with any             
required accounting data, user information, and know supplier sources. Briefly          
summarized, this information includes: 

a. The user name and department 
b. The cost code, general ledger account, or budgeting center being charged 
c. A description of the purchase in term that can be understood by the supplier 
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d. The quantity needed (and the amount of acceptable overage or underage, if            
applicable) 

e. The date required 
f. Estimated cost (if not exactly known) 
g. Suggested Suppliers (and justification if a specific sole source is required) 
h. The shipping address or location where the materials are to be delivered or             

where the work is to be performed 
3. The order must not have been placed previously without proper procedural due diligence             

by the procurement department. In most organizations, the procurement department is           
the only authorized buying entity, and purchases made outside the authority of the             
Procurement Department are considered unauthorized and are frequently referred to as           
maverick purchases. 

 
Order Approval and Authority 
Most organizations designate individuals or job positions within each department that are            
authorized to approve requests for purchases. Often, this authority is hierarchical, requiring            
increasingly higher approval according to an existing chain of command and depending on the              
spending amount represented by the request (Sollish, 2007). 
 
Budget and Expense Allocation 
Most organizations implement critical strategies through some form of spending. This kind of             
spending usually comes in the form of the purchases of capital equipment or hiring of additional                
staff, their accompanying support materials, or services. Larger spending on new product            
development, advertising or marketing may also be reflected in these kind of purchases. All of               
these are strategic efforts that are usually implemented through the procurement department            
(Sollish, 2007). 
 
A budget can be viewed as an organizations spending plan. Specific departments or functional              
areas, cost center, or projects usually get a specific budget allocated. Incoming goods to these               
various areas are charged against their respective accounts. To a large extent an approved              
budget may be the final authorization to proceed with expenditures (Sollish, 2007). 
 
Because adherence to an established budget can mean the difference between profit and loss              
in a business organization, management takes the budget seriously and as close attention to              
individual areas of conformance. This may explain the sensitivity that internal users often             
manifest when ensuring that expense are charged to the correct cost code (Sollish, 2007). 
 
The Finance Department usually manages the control and allocation of expenses and is             
responsible for categorizing and reporting actual expenditures. Finance is also responsible for            
paying suppliers and requires that specific criteria are met prior to disbursing the organization’s              
funds. For materials, accounting practice typically requires that a duly authorized purchase            
orders and receiving documents along with the supplier’s invoice, are in place prior to payment.               
In case of services, usually a sign-off on the supplier invoice by budgeting manager or               
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department head indicating satisfactory completion of the service is required in lieu of a              
receiving document. This is commonly referred to as a three-way match (Sollish, 2007). 
 
Framework Contracts and Framework Agreements 
A framework contract has a monetary sum paid up front by the buying organisation to the                
supplier. This payment is made in order to create a contract on the terms and conditions offered                 
by the supplier to the buying organisation. Thus, it is important to first ensure that the terms and                  
conditions are correctly drafted so that the supplier is tied in to what has been agreed. These                 
conditions are particularly related to price, delivery and quality of services (CIPS, 2019). 
 
A framework agreement is the same arrangement without the up-front monetary sum paid,             
instead each time a buyer uses the agreement a separate contract, called a blanket release, is                
formed by the consideration paid for the specific order in question (CIPS, 2019). 
 
Hence, the difference between a framework contracts and a framework agreements may be             
summarised by saying the former is an arrangement between two parties which commits one to               
buying at least a certain volume of particular goods or services from the other over a specified                 
period, the latter is an agreement between the two parties for the supply of an unspecified                
amount of a product over a specified period  (CIPS, 2019). 
 
To avoid confusion throughout this paper the term used for these instances will be framework               
agreement if not explicitly stated why otherwise. This due to it being the more generic term of                 
the two, thus including them both. Moreover, the distinction between the two terms will not be of                 
importance for this study rather the notion of having a contract between the parties already in                
place when the need for goods or services occurs. 
 
Payment Issues 
In many organisations, the work generated by inaccurate or incomplete invoices can result in              
added costs. Eliminating these problems should be a key focus for continuous improvement of              
the procurement process. Overages can also present billing problems. Thus, organizations           
should have a clearly defined policy for the percentage or value of overruns that are acceptable                
and is it prominently displayed on the face of your purchase order. (Sollish, 2007). 
 
Some other issues with payments one will likely encounter (Sollish, 2007): 

● Late payments that generate credit holds. Payments are often delayed by a manual             
sign-off process or invoices are incorrectly entered into the accounts payable system or,             
worse, lost. 

● Purchase order and receiving documents cannot be matched. Often the supplier uses            
one nomenclature or part number while your organization uses another. Aligning the two             
systems can pay off for both. 

● Invoices and purchase order do not match due to price variations. This can be avoided               
through the use of automated catalogs and through buyer diligence in obtaining quotes             
prior to placing the order. 
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2.6. User Acceptance 

This section will clarify the theoretical framework used to define and assess user acceptance. 
 
The first research made on technology acceptance came from research concluding that the             
expected performance gains of technologies were often obstructed by users’ unwillingness to            
accept and use the available IT systems (Bowen, 1986). This obstruction has a negative impact               
on firms seeking to implement IT systems. Many models have been constructed to understand              
the determinants that affect a users willingness to accept and use IT systems i.e. the user                
acceptance (Venkatesh et al, 2003). 
 
The Unified theory of Technology Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et             
al, 2003) combined eight prominent models in this field into one theory. The models used were:                
the Theory of Reasoned Action, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the Motivational            
Model, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), Combined TAM-TPB, the Model of PC             
Utilization, Innovation Diffusion Theory and Social Cognitive Theory. Upon combining these           
theories the UTAUT constructed and verified four determinants of user acceptance;           
Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Social Influence and Facilitating Conditions.         
UTAUT also defined moderators to these constructs: Gender, Age, Experience and           
Voluntariness of Use. Below a brief definition of each construct will be presented as well as                
which moderators affected their significance the most. 
 
Performance Expectancy is defined as the degree to which an individual believes that using the               
system will help him or her to attain gains in job performance. Venkatesh et al. 2003 argue that                  
this construct is the strongest predictor of intention of technology adoption as it proved              
significant in all examined contexts.  
 
Effort Expectancy is defined as the degree of ease associated with the use of the system. This                 
construct showed to only be significant during a early time period of technology adoption and               
became nonsignificant over periods of extended and sustained usage.  
 
Social Influence is defined as the degree to which an individual perceives that important people               
believe that the user should use the system. This construct proved to be of lesser significance in                 
voluntary contexts, but became more significant when use was mandated. Specifically social            
influence showed only to be important in the early stages of an individuals experience of the                
mandated use of a technology. 
 
Facilitating conditions are defined as the degree to which an individual believes that an              
organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support the use of the system. Venkatesh             
argued that this construct sometimes overlapped with Effort expectancy, because the support            
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infrastructure, a core concept of facilitating conditions, could sometimes be captured by the             
effort expectancy construct. For this reason this research has omitted facilitating conditions. 
 
The first three determinants combined make out the user acceptance of a technology. Omitting              
Facilitating conditions have been argued for above. Since performance expectancy has been            
shown to be the strongest predictor of user acceptance this research has focused on data               
regarding this determinant. 
 
Part of Everett Rogers theory on diffusion of innovation also plays a crucial role in               
understanding the acceptance of technologies in organisation i.e. how technologies are           
received and adopted (Rogers, 2003). Given that Rogers defines innovation as “an idea,             
practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or another unit of adoption” then,                 
even though P2P systems have existed for more than a decade, a P2P system is still innovation                 
in the context of the organisations seeking to adopt the technology.  
 
This research was not intended to study the diffusion of IT per se (i.e., its rate of adoption over                   
time) however, Rogers researched individuals' reactions to new products or processes, and why             
some innovations diffuse and others do not. He presented the innovation-decision process            
which maps out an information-seeking and information-processing activity which seeks to           
reduce uncertainty about the advantages and the disadvantages of the innovation. This            
conceptualization consists of five stages: Knowledge, Persuasion, Decision, Implementation         
and Confirmation (Rogers, 2003). Given the context the studied organisations for this research             
only the first two stages, Knowledge and Persuasion, are of relevance.  
 
The first step of the innovation-decision process, knowledge, occurs when an individual, or other              
decision making unit, is exposed to the innovation's existence and gains some understanding of              
how it functions. This exposure may create a need for the idea, practice, or object. Rogers                
argues that a need is created in a state of dissatisfaction or frustration when one's desires                
outweigh one's actualities, when "wants" outrun "gets" An individual may develop a need when              
he or she learns that an innovation exists. However, not all exposure to innovation leads to                
needs (Rogers, 2003). Exposure to innovation will have little effect unless the individual             
perceives the innovation as relevant to his or her needs and as consistent with his or her                 
existing attitudes and beliefs. Once an individual is aware that the innovation exists the              
knowledge step concern questions such as: "What is the innovation?", "How does it work?" and               
"Why does it work?'' before taking the next step in the innovation-decision process. 
 
The second step, persuasion, occurs when an individual, or other decision making unit, forms a               
favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation. Here the term persuasion not to imply a               
source’s communication with an intent to induce attitude change in a desired direction of a               
receiver, but rather attitude formation and change at the individual level. At this stage the               
individual goes from knowing of the innovation, to having a feeling of the innovation and is more                 
psychologically involved. It is at this stage that a general perception of the innovation is               
developed. Perceived attributes of an innovation such as its relative advantage, compatibility,            
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and complexity are key at this stage. It is at this stage that an individual asses internally an                  
innovation's expected consequences by mentally applying the new idea to his or her present or               
anticipated future situation and deciding the attitude toward the innovation. This forward            
planning carries a large degree of uncertainty, it is therefore at this stage that an individual is                 
motivated to seek out information in the form of ‘innovation-evaluation information’ from            
questions such as "What are the innovation's consequences?" and "What will its advantages             
and disadvantages be in my situation?". Answers to these questions are often available from              
scientific evaluations, however they are usually sought from an individual's near-peers whose            
subjective opinion of the innovation, based on their personal experience with adoption of the              
new idea, is most convincing (Rogers, 2003). 
 
Research suggest that user acceptance is important to the successful adoption of any new              
technology. Successful adoption implies that the users are using the system as intended,             
leading to performance gains (Taherdoost, 2019, Venkatesh et al. 2003, Davis 1989, Rogers             
2003). Out of the four constructs affecting user acceptance from the UTAUT model research              
has shown that Performance Expectancy is the greatest determinant of user acceptance.            
Therefore performance expectancy is arguably the the main determinant when assessing           
performance gains based on user acceptance. A system might be designed and developed with              
clear benefits and performance goals in mind, but if users do expect performance gains they will                
not get involved and use the system. Hence, the benefits and performance goals will not be                
reached (Taherdoost, 2019). The risks and benefits of a P2P system have been clarified in               
section 2.4. Organisations seeking to successfully adopt a P2P system and strive for the              
disclosed benefits, and set performance goals, must therefore ensure user acceptance (and            
performance expectancy) is in line so that the system will be used.  

2.7. Performance 

Key to this research is investigating the effect P2P systems have on the performance of the                
organisation. It is therefore crucial to define what is meant by performance in this context and                
how this is assessed. This section will argue for performance to be defined as the effect the P2P                  
system have on the intermediate processes that combined make out the procurement process.             
This section will argue for this focus based on previous research as well as the relation to                 
UTAUT. The UTAUT model assess user acceptance partly based on the performance            
expectancy a technology have on the individuals work processes. Thus, with this definition of              
performance the research is looks at the measured performance as well as the expected              
performance of a technology.  
 
In the 1980s organisations saw ever higher levels of investment in IT but an absence of                
measured productivity gains in the form of firm level output (Brynjolfsson, 1993). It was argued               
that “Productivity is the fundamental economic measure of a technology's contribution” and            
therefore this phenomena was referred to as the “Productivity Paradox” or “Solows Computer             
Paradox” (Brynjolfsson, 1993). Previous studies based on firm level output measures of IT             
impact had been shown to have limited value in understanding the performance of IT, thus new                
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theories emerged. Instead it is now emphasised that one should adopt a process perspective in               
order to understand the impact of IT (Mooney et al. 1996).  
 
Performance measures need to be expanded to incorporate organizational context and           
processes to capture the impact of IT. Since the performance of IT is closely tied to an                 
organization's business strategy it is argued that the measures of performance should be             
closely related to the strategic goals for which the technology was deployed (Mooney et al.               
1996). IT support the intermediate processes that taken together comprise the execution of an              
organization's strategy. Therefore the performance of IT should be assessed at a process level              
rather than at the firm level and with the organisations business strategy in mind. 
 
Hence, this research assess performance of a system as based on how the system supports               
various intermediate processes which interlinked make out the procurement process. Based on            
this, and the context of P2P systems which is discussed in section 2.4, the research has defined                 
P2P systems as providing performance gains by: 
 

● Providing efficiency gains from reducing workload for steps in the procurement process            
by automation, e.g for the accounting of received invoices. 

● Supporting information processing and decision making, e.g for the selection of supplier. 
● Coordinating and controlling of purchase orders and approval of purchase orders. 

 
The effects above can be summarised as performance gains on efficiency, quality and control.              
These topics will be used when categorising the data gathered as well as the results. 
 
These performance measures resonate the questions used to assess performance expectancy           
in the UTAUT model as described in section 2.6. Questions used to assess performance              
expectancy are centred around the perceived effects a technology will have on the individuals              
work processes. Below are example questions provided by (Venkatesh et al 2003) which can be               
used to assess performance expectancy of a general Information and Communications           
Technology (ICT) solution. How they resonate the measured performance is indicated in            
brackets. 
 

● Using the system in my job would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly.              
(Efficiency gains through automation) 

● Use of the system can significantly increase the quality of output on my job (Improving               
decision making, quality) 

● My coworkers will perceive me as competent. (Improved coordination and control) 
 
By incorporating organizational context and the effects of processes when measuring the            
performance of a P2P system the research may compare the measured performance as well as               
the expected performance of a technology.  
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2.8. Chapter Summary 

The literature review has provided a base of knowledge for user acceptance, performance,             
procurement, the terminology and topics used within the fields. The broad topics have provided              
a context frame for the study giving the reader a general understanding of the subjects.               
Moreover, detailed descriptions of digital procurement systems and the order handling process            
have been presented. This to give the reader more specific and relevant knowledge for the               
objective of the study. Having described the different subjects and aspects in this chapter, the               
research questions have been clarified, enabling a coherent understanding of the objective of             
the report. The following chapter presents the methodology, providing an understanding of how             
this study was conducted.  
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3. Method 
This chapter provides a description of the method used in the research. The selected methods               
are brought forward and described in detail motivating the choice of approach and research              
process. This section allows the reader a clear insight into the process and promote              
repeatability, and to give the reader the possibility to consider the benefits and limitations of the                
selected methodology. 
 
The research were approached as a multiple case study at three organisations; Jernhusen,             
Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. The two organisations that have undergone the           
adoption of a P2P system are Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. They implemented a             
P2P system in 2003 and 2008 respectively. The organisation considering adoption of a P2P              
system is Jernhusen. Figure 1 illustrates a timeline of the three organisations and when user               
acceptance and performance measurements have been taken. 
 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the measurements of user acceptance and performance. 

3.1. The Case Study Approach 

The research was conducted as a qualitative exploratory case study. Out of the five major               
research methods (experiment, survey, archival analysis, history and case study) the case study             
is most suitable to approach research questions that are formulated as a ‘how?’ or ‘why?’,               
where the research requires no control of behavioural events and is focused on contemporary              
events (Yin, 2011). The contemporary event of this study is the expected performance of a P2P                
system in Jernhusens context. The qualitative case study method also ensures that the issue              
will be explored through a variety of lenses which allows for multiple facets of the phenomenon                
to be revealed and understood within a constrained context (Baxter, 2008). The exploratory             
approach is suitable for “situations which the intervention being evaluated has no clear, single              
set of outcomes” (Baxter, 2008) such as studying how a digital procurement system could affect               
Jernhusen. 
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A thorough case study begins with research design, where five components of research design              
are especially important: a study’s question, its propositions (if any), its unit(s) of analysis, the               
logic linking the data to the propositions and the criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin, 2008).                
By addressing these components early on one tries to avoid the situation in which the evidence                
does not address the initial research question. The question has been formulated in section 1.               
The research is not based on any propositions. The unit of analysis defines what the ‘case’ is                 
and can take many forms; it range from some event, an individual or a neighbourhood to a set                  
of organisations. The main unit of analysis will be described in section 4.1. The boundaries of                
the main unit of analysis are discussed in section 1. The case study was bound in time by the                   
engagement with Jernhusen and began December 1st 2018 and was concluded the last of may               
2019.  
 
Common critique to case studies point to the fact that a case study investigator fails to develop                 
a sufficiently operational set of measures and that subjective judgments are used to collect the               
data (Yin, 2009). To address this there are two tactics available to increase constructed validity               
when designing the method for data collection; use multiple sources of evidence and establish a               
chain of evidence. There is also a third tactic to combat this pitfall which is not linked to the                   
method for data collection and that is to have key informants review a draft of the case study                  
report (Yin, 2009). This paper adopted all three aforementioned tactics by addressing aspects of              
internal and external validity, as disclosed in section 3.3.  

3.2. Research Process 

The research process followed to a large extent the fundamental stages in scientifically based              
investigations (Collis et al., 2013) presented below. It is outlined as a continuous model but the                
research adapted this model, incorporating iterative steps and parallel processes. Particularly           
the collection and analysis of research data was done iteratively and in parallel to writing the                
study report.  
 

● Review the literature and define the research questions 

● Design the research and write proposal 

● Collect the research data 

● Analyse and interpret research data 

● Write the study report 
 

3.3. Research Methods 

This section will disclose and motivate the methods used for gathering necessary data to              
address the research questions. The research used different methods to collect data to take              
advantage of the strengths of the different approaches to ensure the quality of the report.  
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3.3.1. Literature Review 
The literature review included an analysis of the relevant research starting with a broad and               
ending with a narrow perspective. It was done by a systematic search from selected data               
sources, filtering on publication date and keywords. To get a broad perspective of the subject               
area broad keywords such as ‘procurement’, ‘digital’ and ‘technology adoption’ and large time             
span was used. The large timespan and broad keywords aimed to captured a sufficiently large               
amount papers to understand how the field has progressed over time, construct a base              
understanding of the field, an overview and to identify other keywords relevant to narrow the               
search. To maximize the amount of articles analysed emphasis of identified papers were put on               
abstract, introduction and conclusion. Once new keywords and knowledge gaps were identified            
more narrow searches could be conducted to find in-depth articles important for the study. The               
searches with a more narrow perspective were filtered by time (2000 to present) to find the most                 
current research and a greater emphasis was put on method and results to determine validity.  
 
The selected data sources were Web of Science, KTH Library and Google Scholar and they               
were selected for their breadth, availability and advanced search tools that allowed to filter              
searches.  

3.3.2. Interviews 
3.3.2.1. Interviews at Jernhusen 

To reap the full benefits of the adoption of a P2P system it has been shown that the full                   
procurement process should be analysed before it is supported with an P2P solution (Trkman,              
2010). Thus, face to face interviews were conducted with employees at Jernhusen involved in              
procurement processes in different forms. Some interviewees where gatekeepers; deciding on           
what goods or services to procure, other interviewees assisted in procurement processes with             
technical expertise early on, or accounting expertise later on by e.g. handling and routing              
invoices for approval. In order to identify which employees to interview an analysis of the               
spending patterns at Jernhusen was conducted. By looking at all the different categories of              
spending at Jernhusen and identifying involved people for each major category a broad             
spectrum of interviewees were identified. For the categories which represent a relatively small             
proportion of Jernhusens annual spending main persons deciding on that type of spending were              
contacted.  
 
15 potential interviewees were initially identified, but as the interviews progressed new            
questions arose and new interviewees were added to the list. In final 24 people were               
interviewed at Jernhusen, 5 from their office in Gothenburg, 3 from their Malmö office and the                
remaining 16 from their Stockholm Office. A list of the roles interviewed can be seen in Table 1,                  
where the interviewees are listed on related department alphabetically. 
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Title (English) Title (Swedish) Department 

CEO VD - 

Head of Business Development Chef Verksamhetsutveckling Business Development 

Office Manager and Head of Digital 
Workplace Chef Digital arbetsplats och kontor Business Development 

Head of Communications Chef Företagskommunikation Communications 

Business Development Manager Affärsutvecklare Depots & Terminals 

Head of Real Estate Chef Fastighet Depots & Terminals 

Sales Manager Försäljningsansvarig Depots & Terminals 

Manager Electricity Förvaltare El Depots & Terminals 

Head of Legal Chef Juridik Economics 

Business Development Manager Verksamhetsutvecklare Economics 

Head of HR Chef HR Human Resources 

Head of Business Support Chef Affärsstöd Project Development 

Project Manager Projektledare Project Development 

Business Development Manager Affärsutvecklare Project Development 

Head of Regional Project Development Chef Region Projektutveckling Project Development 

Business Development Manager Affärsutvecklare Project Development 

Financial Controller Controller Project Development 

Head of Procurement Chef Inköp Stations 

Head of Jernhusen Media Chef Jernhusen Media Stations 

Head of Security Chef Säkerhet Stations 

Quality manager Kvalitetsansvarig Stations 

Project Manager Projektledare Stations 

Technical Manager Förvaltare Teknik AOS Stations 

Technical Manager Förvaltare Teknik AOS Stations 

Table 1, list of interviewees at Jernhusen 
 
The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured format. Before the first round of interviews              
an interview template was developed by preparing open-ended questions. The questions were            
ordered to initially be simple questions about the interviewee and his or her background and               
relation to Jernhusen to partly give the researchers a general understanding of the interviewee              
and also to set the interviewee at ease. The questions then progressed to more detailed               
questions on how the interviewees worked with procurement at Jernhusen and their attitude             
towards a P2P system.  
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Not all of the above mentioned interviewees were used to assess user acceptance of a P2P                
system. When assessing user acceptance in Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter the           
opinions of the people mainly involved in the earlier parts of the order function (supplier               
selection, ordering) were presented. To keep the data coherent the user acceptance of the              
same group of employees involved in the same processes in all organisations, only a subset of                
interviewees at Jernhusen were used to assess user acceptance. Due to the decentralized             
nature of the way Jernhusen procure this means covering many different departments and             
business areas. In total 14 out of the initial 24 were used to assess user acceptance. The                 
remaining 10 people were interviewed to understand the current procurement process in greater             
detail. 
 
When assessing user acceptance at Jernhusen the questions were modeled on the questions             
developed by UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003) related to performance expectancy. These            
were the guiding questions used to assess user acceptance of a P2P system at Jernhusen 
 

● Would you save time using a P2P system? 
● Would using a P2P system enhance your effectiveness? 
● What are the major challenges you face when procuring a good or service? 

Do you believe a P2P system would help you address those challenges? 
● How would a P2P system affect you when selecting suppliers? 
● How would a P2P system affect the coordination of purchases? 

 
The questions cover topics which can be summarised as expected performance gains in             
efficiency, quality and control. These topics will be used when assessing user acceptance in the               
results. 
 
All interviews were booked at a time of the interviewees choosing in a meeting room at their                 
local office and the allocated time for each interview was one hour. Each interview was done                
with two interviewers to help ensure that all the questions were fully explored and that notes                
could be kept of nuances and relevant non-verbal factors (Collis et al., 2013). The interview               
sessions always started with the interviewers explaining the purpose of the research and asking              
for a consent from the interviewee to record the interview. The interviews then progressed to the                
semi-structured format.  

3.3.2.2. Interviews at Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter 
Interviews were conducted with Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. These two          
organisations were chosen because they share contextual features with Jernhusen; they are            
enterprises wholly owned by the Swedish Government and their main purpose is to manage and               
develop property throughout the whole of Sweden. A detailed analysis of their context and              
similarities to Jernhusen are presented in section 4. Once the organisations had been identified              
due to their relevance for the research, contact to respective organisation was provided through              
Jernhusen’s Head of Procurement. 
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The purpose of the interviews was to measure the user acceptance before adoption, as well as                
the performance of their current P2P system. Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter adopted            
a P2P system in 2003 and 2008 respectively. Since both organisations have undergone an              
adoption of the P2P system it is not possible to directly measure the user acceptance before                
adoption. To circumvent this issue, key people involved in the adoption process were             
interviewed in respective organisation. These individuals had deep insights into the user            
acceptance before adoption and could therefore provide the necessary data to assess user             
acceptance on an aggregated level for each organisation. The interviews were in a semi              
structured format. The interviewees had been provided an outline of the topics to be covered               
beforehand in order to prepare necessary data.  
 
At Akademiska Hus two people were interviewed simultaneously; the Procurement Systems           
Manager (Inköpssystemansvarig) and the Head of Procurement (Inköpschef). The interview was           
conducted at their main office in Stockholm. The Procurement Systems Manager had deep             
knowledge of their current P2P system as it was her responsibility to lead the development of                
their current system. The Head of Procurement had deep knowledge of the user acceptance              
before adoption since he had initialised and lead the adoption of the P2P system in 2003.  
 
At Specialfastigheter the Head of Procurement was interviewed. The interview was conducted            
at their main office in Linköping. The Head of Procurement at Specialfastigheter had a deep               
knowledge of the user acceptance since he initialised and lead the adoption of the P2P system                
in 2008. The Head of Procurement at Specialfastigheter also had deep knowledge of the current               
performance of the P2P system since he was responsible to lead the development of their               
current system.  
 
When assessing user acceptance at Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter the questions           
were modeled on the questions developed by UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The questions              
were adjusted to be answered in an aggregated form where the interviewees would express the               
opinions of many. These were the guiding questions used to assess the user acceptance of a                
P2P system before adoption: 
 

● Did employees believe they would save time using a P2P system? 
● Did employees believe that a P2P system would enhance their effectiveness?  
● What were the major challenges employees expressed when procuring a good or            

service? & Did they believe a P2P system would help them address those challenges? 
● How did employees believe a P2P system would affect them when selecting suppliers? 
● How did employees believe a P2P system would affect them when coordinating            

purchases? 
 
The performance of their current P2P system was assessed by the interviewees explaining if              
and how their current P2P system: 
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● Providing efficiency gains from reducing workload for steps in the procurement process            
by automation, e.g for the accounting of received invoices. 

● Supporting information processing and decision making, e.g for the selection of supplier. 
● Coordinating and controlling of purchase orders and approval of purchase orders. 

 
Respective organisation also presented a demonstration of their P2P system, explaining system            
functionality and their relation to business processes in the organisation. The questions cover             
topics which can be summarised as performance effects on efficiency, quality and control.             
These topics will be used when assessing performance in the results. 
 
The interviews were booked at a time of the interviewees choosing in a meeting room of their                 
local office and the allocated time for each interview was two hours. Each interview was done                
with two interviewers to help ensure that all the questions were fully explored and that notes                
could be kept of nuances and relevant non-verbal factors (Collis and Hussey, 2013) The              
interview sessions always started with the interviewers explaining the purpose of the research             
and asking for a consent from the interviewee to record the interview. The interviews then               
progressed to the semi-structured format.  

3.3.3. Other Modes of Data Gathering 
3.3.3.1. Recurring Meetings 

Weekly meetings were held with Björn Heiling, Head of Procurement at Jernhusen. Monthly             
meetings were held with Björn Heiling and Sara Gustafsson, Business Developer in the Finance              
department at Jernhusen. The purpose of these meetings were to get a broader understanding              
of all the ongoing procurement processes at Jernhusen as well as guidance in understanding              
the context of Jernhusen and possible challenges they face. 

3.3.3.2. Internal Documents and Information Systems 
Access to internal documents, information systems and working spaces were provided by            
Jernhusen, Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. This access was crucial for the research in             
order to get a thorough understanding of the setting such as background of the company,               
strategy, vision and culture but also operational aspects such as corporate hierarchy, guidelines             
and processes. This provided a crucial contextual understanding of Jernhusen, Akademiska           
Hus and Specialfastigheter.  

3.4. Limitations 

This section discuss the limitations with the methodology and chosen methods for this research. 
To investigate the methodological limitations and rigor a framework presented by (Gibbert et al 
2009) was used that focus on reliability and validity.  
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3.4.1. Reliability 
Reliability refers to the accuracy and precision of the measurement and the absence of              
differences if the research were repeated (Gibbert et al 2009). An indication of strong reliability               
would be if the study was to be repeated the same results would be obtained. Replication is of                  
greater importance in positivist studies, thus for case studies which tend to fall under the               
interpretivism research paradigm this measure is not as stressed. Given that case studies are              
strongly bound to a time and a place it is often very difficult to perform an identical study, for                   
case studies what data is collected and how the the collected data is interpreted is determined                
by the researchers to a greater extent. This research address the issue of reliability by recording                
and storing all the data collected digitally which could potentially be provided upon request if a                
researcher wishes to examine the raw data and compare his/her own conclusions to this paper,               
after ethical aspects such as confidentiality and anonymity have been taken into account.  
 
Reliability was also addressed by formulating a standard set of questions for the interview              
formats, a literature review framework and a detailed description of the case subjects current              
context given the time period, all to enable a fellow researcher to conduct as similar research as                 
possible given this report. For assessing user acceptance and performance frameworks have            
been defined in section 2. Given that the base of this research consists of qualitative data                
gathered through interviews it is harder to establish reliability and a clear chain of evidence than                
if it were quantitative data. One way the research has addressed this issue is for key                
interviewees to read through the results and analysis and confirm if the research has interpreted               
their statements as intended. An improvement for the research could have been to incorporate              
quantitative data by eg. a survey. This was not done due to the exploratory design of the                 
research questions guiding the research to conclude that a survey would not provide the depth               
necessary to describe the case study phenomenon. 

3.4.2. Validity 
Collins define validity as referring to the extent to which a test measures what the researcher                
wants it to measure and the results reflect the phenomena under study (Collins J. et al 2014).                 
Validity is undermined by faulty procedures, poor samples and inaccurate or misleading            
measurements. Validity can be broken down into subcomponents, this research chose to focus             
on internal and external validity.  

3.4.2.1. Internal Validity 
Internal validity address the issue of inference; i.e. is the inference the research makes correct               
and have rival explanations been considered? One indication of internal validity is if evidence              
from a sufficiently large sample of data and multiple methods converge to the same conclusion,               
which is often referred to triangulation. Triangulation is the process of collecting data at different               
times or from different sources in the study of a phenomenon. Triangulation leads to greater               
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validity and reliability than a single method approach providing they all reach the same              
conclusions.  
 
The method of interviews can be used for triangulation given that a multitude of people have                
been asked to describe the same phenomenon. Each person will provide to a broader picture               
given that they describe the phenomenon and the most important characteristics from their             
perspective. For this reason the research interviewed a large sample of people from the case               
object and asked them to describe the same phenomena; the procurement and order function              
process. The data from interviews was also compared to theory and gathered internal             
documents. 
 
Provided that Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter have already adopted a P2P system it             
was not possible to measure user acceptance directly. Instead this measurement was            
recollected from interviewees leading the P2P adoption at the time. By interviewing key             
personnel whom themselves gathered data on user acceptance during adoption an aggregated            
result was provided. Not being able to measure user acceptance directly decreases the internal              
validity of these measurements. To fully address this issue the research should have been a               
longitudinal study, spanning over multiple years. This was not feasible.  

3.4.2.2. External Validity 
External validity address the issue of generalizability. Strong external validity lead to            
generalizability which is the extent to which the research findings can be extended to other               
cases or settings (Collis et al., 2013). External validity and generalizability is also of importance               
if the research aims to make a rigid contribution to academia and practitioners. From the               
interpretivist paradigm case studies research may be able to generalize from one setting to a               
similar setting if the analysis has captured the interactions and characteristics of the phenomena              
of the case study (Collins J. et al 2014). The main research question “How important is user                 
acceptance as a precondition for successful implementation of a P2P system?” strives to             
address external validity by incorporating data from two other organisations; Akademiska Hus            
and Specialfastigheter. The assessment of how important user acceptance is as a precondition             
for performance is solemnly based on these two organisations. An improvement to increase the              
external validity and make the research more generalizable would be to incorporate more             
organisations. Organisations that have adopted a P2P system and those that have not adopted              
a P2P system.  

3.5. Ethical Considerations 

Given the nature of interviewing a large set of employees in an organisation on how they                
experience processes, work methods and opinions of systems it is of utmost importance to              
consider ethical implications for this group. The research used the eleven categories of ethical              
principles outlined by (Bell et al., 2007) as well as the KTH Ethical policy (kth.se, 2016) as                 
guidelines to consider throughout the research. The eleven categories of ethical principles are:             
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harm to participants, informed consent, anonymity, dignity, privacy, confidentiality, affiliation,          
honesty and transparency, deception, misrepresentation and reciprocity. All interviewees were          
asked for consent before the interviews and to ensure anonymity the opinion of interviewees are               
not referred to by names, roles or titles in the following sections. Confidential data conflict with                
concepts of validity, thus the research has aimed to minimize the exposure and dependence of               
confidential data. 

3.6. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the research approach as well as the selected methods. A detailed               
description of methods used and the steps taken in the research has been presented as well.                
This enables the reader to get a extensive insight in the process and increase the ability to                 
replicate a study with similar results. The following chapter presents the findings of the data               
collection described in this chapter as well as analysis of the data.  
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4. Results & Analysis 
This chapter presents the results and analysis made from the information extracted with the              
research methods. A description of the case study is brought forward, as well as the context of                 
the companies used for the research. Moreover the research questions are answered in order to               
build for the later discussion and conclusion. This section offers the reader a clear insight to the                 
conditions in which the research was made and how it differs from established theory. 
 
The research questions were approached as a multiple case study at three organisations;             
Jernhusen (JH), Akademiska Hus (AH) and Specialfastigheter (SpF). The organisation          
considering adoption of a P2P system is JH. The two organisations that have undergone the               
adoption of a P2P system are AH and SpF, they implemented a P2P system in 2003 and 2008                  
respectively. An illustration of the timeline of the measurements is illustrated in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5, Illustration of the measurements of user acceptance and performance 

 
The case of JH has been used to explore the expected performance of a P2P system based on                  
the user acceptance and theory from section 2. The cases of AH and SpF have been used to                  
explore the relationship between user acceptance and measured performance from a practical            
standpoint. The data from AH and SpF is then used to assess the validity of RQ1 and discuss                  
the main research question: How important is user acceptance as a precondition for successful              
implementation of a P2P system? 

4.1. Unit of Analysis 

The case studies were conducted at the three companies AH, SpF and JH. The unit of interest                 
in these companies are the procurement processes. Moreover the people involved in the             
procurement processes and their interaction with the process are of interest as well. Due to the                
decentralized nature of procurement within these companies (which will be described in detail in              
the case specific sections) all business areas in these companies are to be considered.              
However, due to the majority of the interaction with a P2P system being done in the early parts                  
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of the order function, the emphasis of the study will be on be on the early parts of the order                    
function, but not restricted to it. 
 
Hence, the main unit of analysis of the study is the procurement process and the people active                 
within the procurement process, across all business areas, in all the case companies. The              
procurement processes are studied to explore the performance of a P2P system. The people              
involved in the procurement processes are studied to explore the user acceptance of a P2P               
system. Having explored both the performance and the user acceptance, conclusions regarding            
their relationship can be drawn enabling the assessment of performance based on user             
acceptance. 

4.2. Case: Jernhusen 

In this section the case of JH will be described in detail in order to answer the research question  
RQ 1: What is the assessed performance of a P2P system based on user acceptance as a                 
strong precondition for a successful implementation? Firstly, a description of the context of the              
case will be brought forward giving a better understanding of the organisation. Secondly, the              
procurement process will be described in detail giving a better understanding of the process              
which would be affected by a P2P system. Lastly, an answer to the research question will be                 
given by first determining the user acceptance and then assessing the performance. 

4.2.1. Context of Case Jernhusen 
The real-estate company Jernhusen AB was created in 2001 when The Swedish State Railways              
was corporatized into multiple limited companies. JH took over ownership and the responsibility             
of railway stations and other buildings attached to the railway network in Sweden. Their              
real-estate is principally related to the swedish railroad network such as train stations,             
maintenance depots and combi-terminals but they also own and develop offices close to train              
stations. They currently own approximately 160 properties with a market value of 16 billion              
swedish kronor and employ approximately 200 people. Even though JH is fully owned by the               
Swedish government JH acts as a limited company and are not governed by the law of public                 
procurement. 
 
Jernhusen’s corporate structure is organised into four business areas (BA); Stations, Depots &             
Terminals, Business Development and Project Development, with a set of functional divisions            
shared by all business areas as illustrated in Figure 6. These functional divisions are;              
Communication and Sustainability, Economics, HR and Business Development. The Central          
Strategic Procurement Department is organised under BA Stations, even though they are a             
functional department whom are shared for all BAs. BA Stations maintain and develop the              
property and related operations linked to train stations such as the Central Station in Stockholm,               
Gothenburg and Malmö. In total this BA manage 37 stations which facilitate 200 million              
commuters each year. BA Depots & Terminals maintain and develop depots and            
combi-terminals. JH own 22 depots in Sweden which provide the railway sector with facilities              
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and equipment used for the maintenance and repair of trains. JH own five combi-terminals in               
Sweden which support the movement of freight between railway and trucks. BA Project             
Development aim to develop the currently underutilised land they own into attractive central city              
landscapes. JH aim to invest 10 billion SEK the coming 10 years in building offices, housing and                 
shopping district close to train stations. BA Business Development is currently not operational. 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Company structure of Jernhusen AB 

 
Jernhusen AB is a parent company to Jernhusen Fastigheter, Jernhusen Stationer and            
Jernhusen Verkstäder amongst many, but all employees are employed and work at Jernhusen             
AB. One implication of this is that for larger projects the associated accounting can overlap               
subsidiaries adding a dimensionality of complexity for the people involved in procurement and             
accounting. 

4.2.2. How Jernhusen Procure 
To reap the full benefits of the adoption of a P2P system it has been shown that the                  
procurement process should be analysed, and if necessary improved, before it is supported with              
a P2P solution (Trkman, 2010). In the following two sections, how JH procure and the               
procurement process at JH will be studied in detail. This to establish the performance of the                
procurement process at JH before adoption of a P2P system. Hence, having established the              
performance as of today, in combination with the later defined user acceptance of a P2P               
system, the foundation upon which the assess performance gains will be built upon is defined. 
 
There is a central strategic procurement department in JH which support the development of              
framework agreements and develop contract templates for various types of procurements that            
all aspects of the organisation then can, and are recommended to use. The decentralised              
system at JH means each employee at JH has the mandate to initiate a procurement and                
approve purchases with whichever supplier they find most fitting, as long as the purchase is               
within their spending limit. Larger purchases have to be approved beforehand by a higher              
ranking employee. Generally when the invoice of the ordered good or service reaches JH the               
invoice is routed through from the accounting department to the employee who made the order               
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to verify that the goods or services have been delivered, as well as the managing boss of the                  
employee to approve the cost of the ordered goods or service. Once approved the accounting               
department ensures payment is sent through. 
 
Given the decentralised nature of procurement at JH it is possible that each department              
procures differently and thus the way JH procure cannot be described with one process.              
However, the central procurement department at JH outline three different procurement           
processes as illustrated in Figure 7 below, which can be summarised as following: 
 

1. Procurement through a blanket-release. Requires a pre-negotiated blanket purchasing         
agreement. 

2. Procurement governed by guidelines. The procuring unit should contact the central           
procurement department for assistance. 

3. Procurement not governed by guidelines. The procuring unit may handle it independent            
of the central procurement department. 

 
Figure 7.  An overview of different ways to procure at Jernhusen (Jernportalen, 2019) 

 
The requirements that determine if a purchase is governed by the guidelines, and thus fall into                
category 2, are described as following: 
 

- All operational purchases above 150k SEK. 
- All project-based purchases above 500k SEK. 
- All purchase of strategic importance (eg. for consolidated purchasing or purchases           

affecting the brand of Jernhusen or other intangible assets hard to quantify) 
 
For some procurements that are of type 2, and sometimes 3, JH first go through the process of                  
reaching a framework agreement with the supplier. This is done when e.g. the responsible              
procuring unit know that the procurement is not a one-time procurement and it is beneficiary               
have a long-term agreement with the supplier. The process of developing a framework             
agreement with a supplier has not been the focus of this study. The motivation behind excluding                
this process is that each procurement of this type is unique and complex making it difficult to                 
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generalise from. Although the procurements that fall into this category would probably be             
affected by a digital procurement system, they are not the main focus for this study. 

4.2.3. The Procurement Processes of Jernhusen 
In order to better understand the procurement processes of JH one can distinguish the different               
purchases made within the company into classifications. The purchases can be divided into             
what has been bought e.g. consultants, contract workers, products or services as well as the               
magnitude of the cost. However, in this study the purchase and product itself is not of                
importance but rather the process. Thus, as described in the previous section, the focus will be                
on the process with regards to what is procured. Hence, a clearer distinction can be made                
rather than categorising on what product has been bought.  
 
One important factor determining how the process looks is whether the use of any systems are                
involved when making a purchase. These purchases are almost exclusively made by the             
Technical Managers thus are strongly correlated with the maintenance of Jernhusen’s property.            
The system used is developed and managed by the consultancy firm WSP and is called DeDU.                
DeDU is a constructed as a buyer-centric portal as described in section 2.4.3. However              
Jernhusen’s instance of the system is not shared with any other buyer thus giving them the                
possibility to add suppliers and vendors as they see fit for their needs. The purchases made                
within DeDU range from smaller items as door handles, fire extinguishers, windows and             
services as cleaning, snow removal, security to small and medium tenant adaptations.  
 
Moreover, the presence or absence of a blanket release influences the process. Since a blanket               
release does not require as much preparation the process is shortened and less complex. This               
statement is true whether or not system support as DeDU is present or not thus this should be                  
taken into consideration as well when categorising the purchases. 
 
The purchases made without system support include all other purchasing made within the             
company, these purchases range in complexity and magnitude across all BA. Since the BA              
have different purposes and goals these purchases include everything from fruit baskets,            
computer systems to consultants, train washes and design & build contracts. While the range              
between these purchases are evident the process itself does not contrast therin. However, the              
process varies with relation to the presence of a framework agreement and if it is a large design                  
& build contract. 
 
The design & build contracts address the projects closely related to the real estate development               
department and often include the agreement of turnkey contracts. The procurement process for             
these purchases stand out from the rest due to the sheer magnitude and length of the projects.                 
Furthermore, there is emphasis on the tactical function rather than the order function during the               
procurement process with these projects.  
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All things considered the purchases made at JH can be divided into five categories with different                
processes. There are two main distinctions with the arguments presented above: 
 

● Purchases with system support through DeDU 
○ Purchases made with blanket release 
○ Purchases made without blanket release 

● Purchases without system support 
○ Purchases made with blanket release 
○ Purchases made without blanket release 
○ Large turnkey contracts 

 
However, a limited amount of these categories will be applicable when answering the research              
questions. The purchases made within DeDU does already have a high degree of system              
support and thus are not of interest. Moreover, the focus of the large turnkey contracts is on the                  
tactical function, the order process is complex, they occur too seldom and invoke too few               
invoices per year to justify the pursuit of system support. Hence, the categories of interest are                
the purchases made without system support excluding the large turnkey contracts. These two             
purchases and associated processes will from here on be referred to as “Purchase Process A”               
and “Purchase Process B” for purchases made with blanket release and purchases made             
without blanket release respectively.  
 
Purchase Process A 
The purchases associated to Purchase Process A all have a framework agreement in place              
upon which blanket releases are made. These framework agreements set the basics of how              
business will be done in relation to price, delivery and quality of service. However the specific                
details will be added later when a blanket release is made such as quantity, scope of services or                  
numbers of hours. An example of these kind of purchases at JH are acquiring consultants within                
the construction field, these are all very common purchases for JH thus framework agreements              
are in place.  
 
Purchase Process B 
The purchases associated to Purchase Process B does not have a framework agreement in              
place meaning one must develop an agreement between the two parts. This means one must               
state the price, delivery and quality of service as well as quantity, scope of services or number                 
of hours for the specific contract. These purchases are often very specific regardless of the               
product or service associated. It can range from a railroad siding with certain dimensions to a                
consultant with a specific expertise. Since these purchases are not recurring there is no use of                
developing a framework agreement due to most of the purchases are singular or happening              
very seldom. 
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Combining the Processes 
When combining the Purchasing Process A and B the result will be the process of interest of                 
this study. Both processes share steps, hence can be combined, but differ due to the reasons                
brought forward in the previous paragraphs. The combined process ranges from an identified             
need to when the invoice has been booked and sent for payment as illustrated in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Purchasing function of interest 
 

A1: Select Supplier from Database 
JH have a webportal where employees with access can seek out active framework agreements              
as well as contracts and agreements related to revenue streams and rentals. By sorting on e.g.                
product-category, type of contract or which property it is linked to, one can filter out the relevant                 
contracts. Once a contract has been identified one can read through the contract to know what                
JH and the supplier have agreed upon. It is common for JH and the supplier to agree upon how                   
the supplier should mark their invoices to ease later stages in the P2P process. 
 
A2: Produce and Implement Agreement 
If JH wish to implement a new agreement of the delivery of good or service based on a                  
framework agreement the framework agreement will govern what costs are already agreed            
upon, what information is necessary to proceed and how the order should be formulated. If the                
framework agreement has not stated how the invoices should be marked by the supplier then               
this information is incorporated into the order during creation. The central procurement            
department in JH have provided a set of templates for employees to use as a basis for different                  
types of orders which are widely adapted in the organisation. These are generic in nature but                
outline some of the steps necessary to reach a sound agreement. 
 
For orders above a specific threshold dependent on the ordering employee A2 requires a              
supervisor's sign-off similar to the process described under ‘Order approval and authority’ in             
section 2.5. How supervisor sign-off is done varies dependent on size of the order. For smaller                
orders the supervisor gives an approval face to face at an early stage when the agreement is                 
still being produced and in other cases the supervisor signs the contract together with the               
ordering employee once the agreement has been fully formalised right before implementation.  
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B1, 2 & 3 Tactical Purchasing  
These steps are what Van Weele (Van Weele, 2005) would describe as the tactical purchasing               
stages of a procurement process. The scope of this research is to focus on the order function                 
and thus the details of how JH work with the tactical purchasing process have been omitted. 
 
There are cases when the procurement process takes this path even though existing framework              
agreements are available. JH guidelines state that this is an undesirable course of action and               
should be avoided. These cases should be motivated and documented. It was reported that this               
has occured because the procuring individual was unaware that existing relevant framework            
agreements were available.  
 
As shown in Figure 8 this process may or may not involve the central procurement department. 
 
B4: Produce and Implement Agreement 
The central procurement department at JH often assist the types of orders that go through this                
path. Whether or not the central procurement department is involved or not depends on the               
experience of the person in charge of the order, the cost and the strategic importance of the                 
order; lower experience, greater cost or strategic importance increase the likelihood that the             
central procurement department is involved in the development of an agreement. Similar to A2              
there are generic templates available to support the development of sound agreements through             
this path. 
 
All orders that have reached this stage require a two party sign-off before implementation. One               
of the reasons behind a two party sign-off is to reduce the risk for corruption and partiality when                  
choosing supplier. It is at this stage that the supplier is notified on how the invoices should be                  
marked. JH require that all invoices should be marked with contact person at JH , account                
number and department number. Account number refers to which account should be affected in              
Jernhusen’s accounting suite. Department number refers to JH numbering of their departments. 
 
C1: Goods or Service is Delivered 
Respective department receives the goods or service by the supplier. The person who placed              
the order is responsible for ensuring that the delivered goods or service is in accordance with                
the agreement from step A2 or B4 and handling differences with the supplier. 
 
C2: Receive Invoice 
The invoices reach JH by one of three methods; as a printed letter, a pdf in an email or as an                     
e-bill. JH collaborate with two supplier that take the received invoices and convert them into a                
format compatible with their invoice handling system Visma DCE and enter the invoices into              
Visma DCE. Once the invoice are in Visma DCE the controllers go through a set of steps: 

1. For invoices that arrive by letter or pdf the controllers verify that the invoice has all the                 
required information for the next steps. If information is missing the controllers can either              
seek out the information internally in JH or return the invoice to the supplier specifying               
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what is missing and let the suppliers be responsible for seeking out missing information.              
Examples of missing information can be who the invoice is addressed to at JH or how                
the invoice should be accounted for.  

2. Make a preliminary registration on how the invoice should be accounted for in the              
accounting software based on the information provided by the supplier. 

3. Register who should validate and approve the payment of the invoices. 
4. Send invoice onwards for validation and approvement. 

 
For some projects JH have appointed specific controllers to handle all incoming invoices related              
to that project. This gives the controller better insight into what is budgeted, what types of                
invoices will arrive, how the invoices should be accounted for and whom at JH are responsible                
for different types of spending. This advantage means that the controllers are able to handle               
invoices with more information missing than a controller without this insight. 
  
C3: Validation 
Validation is done by the person who placed the order in step A2 or B4. The purpose of this step                    
is to verify that what has been delivered in step C1 is the same goods or service that is being                    
invoiced and that the delivered goods or service is in accordance with the agreed upon terms in                 
step A2 or B4. The validation step is also an opportunity to amend the preliminary registration                
done by the controllers. 
 
C4: Invoice Approval 
Invoice approval is usually done by the supervisor of the person who placed the order. It may be                  
closest higher-ranking officer or the person responsible for the property or department affected             
by the order. This step is the last opportunity to amend the preliminary registration done by the                 
controllers or the changes done during validation. The person who approves an invoice is              
responsible for the costs related to the invoice. 
 
Supplier Evaluation 
Evaluation is an extra step not included in the process due to it not being mandatory for each                  
order made. However, the person in charge of the framework agreement shall on a regular               
basis evaluate the supplier in regards to how well the supplier has adhered to the set of                 
requirements Jernhusen have stipulated in the contract. The supplier must also answer a survey              
on how they have adhered to Jernhusen requirements. Combined with an externally provided             
credit rating these are the three main metrics for evaluating suppliers at Jernhusen today.              
Jernhusen require all suppliers to follow a set of general requirements covering sustainability,             
environmental impact, safety and legality. 

4.2.4. User Acceptance at Jernhusen 
This section aim to answer a part of the first research question RQ 1: What is the assessed                  
performance of a P2P system based on user acceptance as a strong precondition for a               
successful implementation? Namely the user acceptance. Out of the 24 interviewees at JH, 14              
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were asked about user acceptance and were involved in the early stages of the P2P process;                
supplier selection, contracting and ordering. Three determinants of user acceptance defined in            
UTAUT were discussed during the interviews; performance expectancy, effort expectancy and           
social influence. Since performance expectancy has been shown to be the strongest            
determinant of user acceptance this determinant was emphasised (Venkatesh et al., 2003).            
Performance expectancy questions were summarised into expected effects on efficiency, quality           
and control as described in section 2.7. This section will present the findings from these 14                
people. 
 
At JH all interviewed individuals had at least 5 years of working experience and work experience                
from at least one other organisation before starting at JH. All interviewed individuals were aware               
of the idea of a P2P system, most had been exposed to P2P systems to some extent and some                   
had previous experience of working with P2P systems. Therefore all interviewed people were             
past the knowledge step in the innovation-decision process and instead were at different stages              
of the persuasion step as defined in section 2.2. Those who had most of previous or current                 
experiences involved in the early stages of the P2P process; supplier selection, contracting and              
ordering had varying attitudes to a P2P system. Their acceptance correlated with if they had               
previous experience of working with P2P systems or not. 
 
Those who had previous experience of working with P2P systems from other organisations all              
indicated a favourable attitude to a P2P system and high user acceptance. This subset              
accounted for 21% of the interviewees (3 people). When asked how they believed a P2P               
system would affect them they referred to previous experience and tended to answer how a               
P2P system would lead to benefits for the organisation as a whole, not only how it would affect                  
themselves. This group expected efficiency gains in the form of an easier process to create               
blanket releases but also negative outcome in the form of less autonomy. Autonomy refers to               
the capability and extent the one procuring can make his or her own decisions as to how to                  
procure. On the topic of quality this group believed a P2P system would improve the supplier                
evaluation capabilities from gathering more data on how the organisation procure. This would             
lead to the organisation to choose better suppliers. On questions related to performance             
expectancy on control they would exemplify how a P2P system would govern the selection of               
suppliers and thus reduce the risk of corruption.  
 
Those that had no previous experience of working with P2P systems from other organisations              
did not indicate a strong favourable or unfavourable attitude to a P2P system. This subset               
accounted for 79% of the interviewees (11 people). When asked about the attitude towards a               
P2P system this group instead indicated a cautious approach to the adoption of new systems in                
their existing workflows without first knowing more about the consequences. Compared to the             
other 21%, this group generally spoke less of how a P2P system would affect the organisation                
as a whole and focused more on concerns of how it would affect their immediate workflows. 
 
On questions related to performance expectancy relating to control, the interviewees concerned            
with their immediate workflow, expressed concerns on a P2P system limiting their currently high              
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level of adaptability and autonomy in the procurement process. They believed that the             
introduction of a system could restrict the current level of adaptability and autonomy. The              
current setting allows this group to choose suppliers as they like, which was highly valued and                
this group expressed concern that the system should not restrict this ability. This concern relates               
to losses in quality and control from to the adoption of a P2P system. The rationale for this                  
concern was that since they were placing the order they knew what and from whom to order the                  
best. This is not to say that they did not go through a tender process, but that they prefered to                    
be as close to the tender process as possible. Further, this group argued that the adaptability is                 
crucial for efficient procurements. It was argued that being able to sometimes choose a supplier               
outside of existing framework agreements but slightly more expensive and with a proven track              
record and understanding of JH context would result to shortened lead times and a better               
overall outcome for Jernhusen.  
 
One efficiency gain from a P2P system, affecting the performance expectancy, was the             
awareness that a P2P system would reduce the chances of invoices being incorrectly marked              
by suppliers. All employees had encountered this issue as a result of step A2/B4 to C2 in their                  
current procurement process described in the previous section. In short; supplier would            
incorrectly mark invoices due to the complex nature Jernhusen require suppliers to currently             
mark their invoices. However, not all saw this efficiency gain of a P2P system. These employees                
had created an ad-hoc solution as a work-around. Though they agreed that the ad-hoc solution               
was an added step and took time. The solution was based on the use of invoice drafts. This                  
solution requires the person placing the order to ask the suppliers to send a draft of the invoice                  
to the person ordering specifically for approval before sending the actual invoice to JH. This way                
the individual would read through the invoice and ensure that all the details the controllers need                
upon receiving invoice were correct. If there were any errors or missing data this would be                
corrected before sending the final version to JH for processing and payment.  
 
One concern raised on the determinant of effort expectancy was that this group procure goods               
or services on average 3-5 times a year and they didn’t see the benefits of developing a                 
framework agreements for the goods or services for such a small volume. If a P2P system is                 
built solemnly on top of framework agreements, and a majority of the procurements is not               
blanket release, then a P2P system would not support a majority of the procurements one is                
engaged in. They argued that the effort required to adjust the purchases to the system would be                 
greater than continuing as is.  
 
Given the decentralised nature of procurement at JH none indicated strong social influence as              
determining their acceptance to technology adoption.  
 
Summarizing, the user acceptance at JH was shown to be low. A majority of users expressed                
the performance expectancy to be low. A majority of users expressed the effort expectancy to               
be low, meaning that a majority of interviewees perceived the effort required to adapt to be high                 
in relation to the benefits. The social influence was not indicative of the user acceptance.  
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4.2.5. Assessed Performance Based on User Acceptance at 
Jernhusen 

This section answers the research question RQ 1: What is the assessed performance of a P2P                
system based on user acceptance as a strong precondition for a successful implementation?             
This answer is constructed in relation to the performance of an P2P system outlined in section                
2.7. The performance could be summarized to gains in efficiency, quality and control. Thus, the               
answer will be in relation to these three topics. 
 
Research suggest that user acceptance is important to the successful implementation of any             
new technology (Taherdoost, 2019, Venkatesh et al. 2003). UTAUT is designed to assess the              
likelihood of success for new technology introductions. Given a low user acceptance UTAUT             
indicate that the likelihood of success of introducing a P2P system at JH to be low. It is likely                   
that people will be unwilling to adopt the P2P system, ie. refrain from using the system. A P2P                  
system in itself does not enforce the users to use the system, current workflows may proceed in                 
parallel. Therefore, if the technology is rejected or not adopted en masse it is likely that current                 
workflows will coexist with the system. Concluding, based on the low user acceptance at JH, the                
theory suggest that it is unlikely to see gains in efficiency, quality and control from adopting a                 
P2P system. 

4.3. Case: Akademiska Hus 

In this section as well as 4.4 the aim is to answer the research questions RQ 2: What was the                    
user acceptance before adopting a P2P system? and RQ 3: What is the measured performance               
of a P2P system after adoption? This section will focus on the case of AH to answer these                  
questions. Firstly, a description of the context of the case will be brought forward giving a better                 
understanding of the organisation. Secondly, the user acceptance before the adoption of a P2P              
system at AH will be brought forward. Lastly, the measured performance of the P2P system as                
of today will be presented. 

4.3.1. Context of Case Akademiska Hus 
Akademiska Hus AB (AH) is a real-estate company created in 1993 when the The Swedish               
Building Board was corporatized into four different limited companies. AH mission is to have              
ownership of, develop and maintain the estates related to universities in Sweden. However the              
mission was extended in 2014 to also incorporate student accomodations into the scope of their               
estates. In 2018 AH owned properties for a market value of 87 billion SEK, employed               
approximately 480 people and had a turnover of 6.1 billion SEK (Akademiskahus.se, 2019).             
Though AH is fully owned by the swedish government they did not fall under LOU, the law of                  
public procurement, until 2016. The law subjects to enforce and regulate the assigning of              
contracts and framework agreements by authorities financed with public funds.  
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Due to the sheer size of AH almost all of their purchases become large enough to fall under                  
LOU hence a significant amount of their purchases are made by blanket releases.  

4.3.2. User Acceptance at Akademiska Hus 
This section will answer research question RQ 2: What was the user acceptance before              
adopting a P2P system? This in relation to the case Akademiska hus. Three determinants of               
user acceptance defined in UTAUT were discussed during the interviews; performance           
expectancy, effort expectancy and social influence. However, since performance expectancy          
has been shown to be the strongest determinant of user acceptance, this determinant was              
emphasised (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Performance expectancy questions were summarised into           
expected effects on efficiency, quality and control. 
 
Since AH have undergone an adoption of the P2P system it is not possible to directly measure                 
the user acceptance before adoption. To circumvent this, two people with deep knowledge of              
the topic were interviewed. One being responsible for leading the development of their current              
system. The other interviewee had deep knowledge of the user acceptance before adoption             
since he initialised and lead the adoption of the P2P system in 2003. Hence, the user                
acceptance presented is an aggregated expert view rather than determined for each user. 
 
When asked questions regarding performance expectancy relating to efficiency the unanimous           
attitude was that the adoption of a P2P system would not save, but rather cost time. The                 
expressed concern were that the P2P system would not enhance their efficiency, but rather be a                
barrier hindering them in completing their tasks. This due to involving a system would be an                
unnecessary step for them in completing a purchase. Moreover, concerns were expressed            
regarding that procuring through a system would not fit the urgency at hand with some               
purchases. The rationale for this concern were that simply being able to call a supplier asking                
for a service or a change in service would be more efficient than doing the same task with a                   
system.  
 
The aforementioned concerns was closely related to the effort expectancy as well. The             
argument made was that an onboarding process, for both the suppliers and the employees              
themselves, would be needed in order to being able to use the system. Meaning resources               
would have to be allocated into achieving this. Another concern was that with the highly               
specialised purchases made in the company, one would have to adjust the purchase to the fit                
the system, rather than having a system the fit the purchases made. The rationale of this                
concern was the with complex purchases, of eg. a lathe, one would not be able to distribute                 
sufficient information regarding the detailed specifications of the product if restricted by a             
system. Moreover, these highly complex products is not procured often, thus having a system              
supporting the purchases was not considered necessary. They argued that the effort required to              
adjust the purchases to the system would be greater than continuing as it was. Meaning the                
effort expectancy was regarded as low 
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When asked questions regarding the performance expectancy relating to control the notion            
brought forward was the importance of adaptability and autonomy in the procurement process.             
The process allowed the employees to choose suppliers as they liked, this was regarded as               
important by the employees. The expressed concern was that the adoption of a P2P system               
would restrict this ability. These concerns are related to quality and control in performance              
expectancy. The rationale for this concern was that since they were placing the order they knew                
what, and from whom to order the best. This is not to say that they did not go through a tender                     
process, but that they prefered to be as close to the tender process as possible. The concern                 
was that a P2P system would limit this ability. 
 
Given the decentralised nature of procurement at AH none indicated strong social influence as              
determining their acceptance to technology adoption.  
 
Summarizing the user acceptance at AH was shown to be low. The performance expectancy              
was regarded to be low and the effort expectancy was regarded as low as well. Meaning that a                  
majority perceived the effort required to adapt to be high in relation to the benefits.The social                
influence was not indicative of the user acceptance.  

4.3.3. Measured Performance at Akademiska Hus 
Performance of an P2P system were outlined in section 2.7. Central to performance of a P2P                
system is how the system supports intermediate process that interlinked make out the             
procurement process. The research has defined P2P systems as providing performance gains            
by: 

● Providing efficiency gains from reducing workload for steps in the procurement process            
by automation, e.g for the accounting of received invoices. 

● Supporting information processing and decision making, e.g for the selection of supplier. 
● Coordinating and controlling of purchase orders and approval of purchase orders. 

 
These points can be summarized as gains in efficiency, quality and control. How well the P2P                
system at SpF achieve these performance gains will be explored in this section. 
 
The system used in the order function of AH is named AKA Inköp and was created                
approximately 15 years ago and is self developed and self maintained. Since it creation there               
has been continuous work doing incremental improvements to better fit the organisations            
developing needs. With AKA Inköp as supporting system the order function of AH is illustrated               
in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Order function of Akademiska Hus. 

 
Initially the aim of AKA Inköp was not to function as a P2P system, it mainly served as a                   
database where one could register suppliers with their correlating framework agreements.           
Hence, it added no regulation in the actual order process, rather the function of the system was                 
to make the agreements easily accessible. However, with the incremental improvements the            
functionality has expanded. 
 
Having the system now integrated into the process enables AH to minimize the risk of faulty or                 
missing data upon blanket releases. When the need for a service or product has occurred one                
can enter the system and search for a specific product or service within the system. All                
framework agreements have been productified by AH themselves then entered into the system.             
This means that for each agreement all its components have been broken down into objects               
with specified cost that are searchable by their system. The result is that if one requires e.g.                 
cleaning services in Uppsala this query will result in a list of suppliers that have agreed to                 
provide this service with the hourly rates easily comparable.  
 
This indicates that the P2P system has provided gains in quality. Being able to get an overview                 
of the suppliers offering the same product or service will enable the purchaser to make a better                 
informed decision when selecting a supplier. This by having the possibility to compare the              
different details within the contracts and making a decision based on that information. 
 
Moreover, the system creates a unique identifier number INR for each of the orders, these can                
be regarded as an order reference. This enables for matching the orders with the invoices               
effortlessly. Moreover, the system demands the preliminary accounting details to be submitted            
before the order can be distributed further. Due to this the accounting department will receive               
the accounting details by using the order reference and finding the corresponding reference in              
the invoice. 
 
This indicates that the P2P system has provided restricted gains in control. With the automatic               
creation of the INR number the accounting department will have a better oversight of the               
purchases made within the organisation. This due to being able to connect the purchase order               
with an invoice, thus enabling tracking an order from the distribution to the received invoice.               
However, this system has not provided any gains in order approval. Hence, only providing              
restricted gains in control. 
 
Overall the P2P system has show to have medium performance gains in the intermediate              
processes that interlinked make out the procurement process at AH. Hence, the measured             
performance of the P2P system at SpF is deemed medium. The P2P system indicate              
performance gains in two of the three aspects; quality and control. 
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4.4. Case: Specialfastigheter 

In this section as well as 4.3 the aim is to answer the research questions RQ 2: What was the                    
user acceptance before adopting a P2P system? and RQ 3: What is the measured performance               
of a P2P system after adoption? This section will focus on the case of SpF to answer these                  
questions. Firstly, a description of the context of the case will be brought forward giving a better                 
understanding of the organisation. Secondly, the user acceptance before the adoption of a P2P              
system at SpF will be brought forward. Lastly, the measured performance of the P2P system as                
of today will be presented. 

4.4.1. Context of Case Specialfastigheter 
Specialfastigheter (SpF) is a real estate company that owns, maintains and develops real estate              
that are used by public services specially designed to maintain a high degree of operational,               
personal, information and physical security. SpF was founded in 1997 when Vasakronan, a then              
government owned real estate company, divested its security-related property. In 2018 SpF            
owned property with a value of 27 billion SEK and had a turnover of 2.1 billion SEK and                  
employed 150 people (Specialfastigheter.se, 2019). SpF are governed by LOU, the law of public              
procurement. The law subjects to enforce and regulate the assigning of contracts and             
framework agreements by authorities financed with public funds. Due to the size of SpF almost               
all of their purchases fall under LOU.  

4.4.2. User Acceptance at Specialfastigheter 
This section will answer research question RQ 2: What was the user acceptance before              
adopting a P2P system? This in relation to the case Specialfastigheter. Three determinants of              
user acceptance defined in UTAUT were discussed during the interviews; performance           
expectancy, effort expectancy and social influence. However, since performance expectancy          
has been shown to be the strongest determinant of user acceptance this determinant was              
emphasised (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Performance expectancy questions were summarised into           
expected effects on efficiency, quality and control. 
 
Since SpF have undergone an adoption of the P2P system it is not possible to directly measure                 
the user acceptance before adoption. To circumvent this issue the Head of Procurement at SpF,               
a key person involved in the adoption process, was interviewed. The Head of Procurement at               
Specialfastigheter had a deep knowledge of the user acceptance since he initialised and lead              
the adoption of the P2P system in 2008. Hence, the user acceptance presented is an               
aggregated expert view rather than determined for each individual and then aggregated. 
 
The research identified many similarities between the user acceptance of a P2P system at SpF               
and AH. Similarly to AH; when asked questions regarding performance expectancy relating to             
efficiency the unanimous attitude at SpF was that the adoption of a P2P system would not save,                 
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but rather cost time from the individual procurer. Users were concerned that the P2P system               
would not enhance their efficiency, but rather be a barrier hindering them in completing their               
tasks. The main argument for this stance was that the P2P system would lead to added                
bureaucracy, adding steps to an already working procurement process. Similarly to the            
concerns at JH, users were also concerned that the system would lead to performance losses               
relating to quality. A P2P system would limit the possibility to select suppliers more freely thus                
limiting the procurer to choose the supplier he or she best saw would provide the best quality of                  
good or service.  
 
SpF is bound by the law of public procurement which means that each procurement outside               
framework agreements but above a certain threshold in costs must adhere to a strict set of rules                 
and is a highly controlled process. Despite this, individuals perceived that procuring through a              
P2P system would still require a greater effort than through existing processes. The ease of               
using the system was lower compared to continuing with existing processes. A P2P system              
would move procurements away from the users control, to framework agreements managed by             
the central procurement department. Users believed that framework agreements would not be            
able to cover their specified requirements efficiently and procurements through framework           
agreements and the P2P systems would entail added effort and costs to adjust for this. 
 
Given the decentralised nature of procurement at SpF none indicated strong social influence as              
determining their acceptance to technology adoption. 
 
To summarize the user acceptance at SpF was shown to be low. The performance expectancy               
was regarded to be low due to concerns that the system would limit their ability to select                 
supplier leading to losses in quality and efficiency. The effort expectancy was regarded low,              
meaning that the users believed that using the system would require a higher effort than               
continuing with existing processes. The social influence did indicate any influence on user             
acceptance. 

4.4.3. Measured Performance at Specialfastigheter 
Performance of an P2P system were outlined in section 2.7. Central to performance of a P2P                
system is how the system supports intermediate process that interlinked make out the             
procurement process. The research has defined P2P systems as providing performance gains            
by: 

● Providing efficiency gains from reducing workload for steps in the procurement process            
by automation, e.g for the accounting of received invoices. 

● Supporting information processing and decision making, e.g for the selection of supplier. 
● Coordinating and controlling of purchase orders and approval of purchase orders. 

These points can be summarized as gains in efficiency, quality and control. How well the P2P                
system at SpF achieve these performance gains will be explored in this section. 
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SpF have since 2008 undergone a change of its procurement process by developing and              
implementing a P2P system. The current procurement process was developed progressively           
over 10 years with incremental changes to processes, the organisation and the system. The              
system is a continuation and adaption of Akademiska Hus’ AKA inköp. Figure 10 shows the               
current state of their procurement process given the latest system functionality.  
 
Excluding large scale development projects SpF manage 97% of procurements through their            
framework agreements and their P2P system. When they launched their P2P system less than              
45% of these procurements went through framework agreements and their P2P system. Before             
the adoption of a P2P system this was an identified issue; people procured outside framework               
agreements, either because they didn’t know they existed or they prefer not to. This indicates               
that the P2P system has provided gains in quality and control. With a larger extent of purchases                 
going through one system they can more easily control who is procuring and what is procured. 

Figure 10. The Order Function at Specialfastigheter 
 
All purchases that go through SpFs P2P system must have a framework agreement as a basis.                
SpF has made a clear distinction between those who order goods and services and those who                
reach framework agreements with suppliers. The procurement departements responsibilities are          
in line with the description of a procurement department as described in section 2.5. If an                
employee identifies a need that cannot be solved with a framework agreement this person will               
have to specify the requirements to fulfill his/her need and then hand over the requirements to                
the procurement department for them to procure the goods or services.  
 
All framework agreements have been productified by SpF to enter their P2P system. This              
means that for each agreement all its components have been broken down into objects with               
specified cost related to specific properties that are searchable by their system. Each object has               
been classified into a CPV code for searchability. The result is that if one requires e.g. an                 
Electrician in Örebro this query will result in a list of suppliers that have agreed to provide this                  
service to their properties in Örebro with the hourly rates easily comparable. This indicates that               
the P2P system at SpF has provided SpF with gains in quality and control. By ensuring that                 
more procurements are done through framework agreements it is more easy to manage which              
suppliers SpF use and ensure that they adhere to SpF requirements on quality or sustainability. 
 
Once the supplier is selected the person placing the order is forced by the system to enter a set                   
of specifications; eg. which property, the estimated cost, how the order should be accounted for,               
who is the person responsible other than the person placing the order and special requirements.               
At this stage a unique identifying number is automatically created associated with the order,              
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represented by INR in Figure 10. This shows how the system provides control by minimizing               
errors from missing data when procuring. It also shows that the P2P system has provided gains                
in efficiency, this data had to previously be searched for or remembered when initializing a               
procurement 
 
Once the order is fully created it goes for approval to the person responsible for signing of the                  
cost. Once the order has been approved the person placing the order can send the order                
through their P2P system directly to the supplier informing them of the need. At this point the                 
INR is provided to the supplier, and SpF will not accept an invoice that does not have an INR.                   
Therefore this shows how the system has provided gains in control; the possibility of maverick               
spending has been eliminated. 
 
Technically the order can be marked as received and approved by the person ordering as soon                
as the order has been sent to the suppliers. Thus, validation of the delivered good or service                 
can be done independently of when the invoice reaches the controllers but rather depend on               
when the good or service is delivered, speeding up the process.  
 
The INR is provided to the supplier once the order has been approved to be sent to the supplier.                   
which is required to provide the INR on the invoice. Once the invoice reach the controllers the                 
invoices are scanned and the INR is automatically processed. This enables for matching the              
orders with the invoices automatically eliminating this workload for the controller completely for             
all invoices processed through the P2P system. This shows how the P2P system provided SpF               
with efficiency gains; previously tedious routines have been eliminated. 
 
Lastly the system forces each order to be ranked on five parameters on a three graded scale.                 
This data is used for the aggregated supplier monitoring and feedback. This provides gains in               
quality; as SpF can make more well informed decision on which suppliers are appreciated or not                
in the organisation.  
 
Overall the P2P system has show to have large performance gains in many intermediate              
process that interlinked make out the procurement process at SpF. Hence, the measured             
performance of the P2P system at SpF is deemed high. The P2P system indicate performance               
gains in all three aspects; efficiency, quality and control. 

4.5. User Acceptance as a Precondition for Successful       

Implementation 

This section will combine the results from section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to answer the main research 
question. The data from section 4.3 and 4.4 are summarised in Table 2 below. 

 Akademiska Hus Specialfastigheter 

Measured User Acceptance Low Low 
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Measured Performance Medium High 

Table 2. Summarising results from section 4.3 and 4.4 
 
Previous research suggest that user acceptance is important to the successful implementation            
of any new technology (Taherdoost, 2019, Venkatesh et al. 2003). However, the data             
summarised in table 2 suggest that for both AH and SpF the adoption of P2P systems have                 
proven to be successful. Both organisations show performance gains from adopting a P2P             
system, even though the user acceptance before adoption was measured to be low. The low               
user acceptance at Jernhusen theory suggest a low performance from adopting a P2P system.              
However, the result from Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter indicate that the ability to             
predict performance of a P2P system based on user acceptance cannot be deemed accurate.              
The research therefore concludes that user acceptance is not an important precondition for a              
successful implementation of a P2P system. 

4.6. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the results and analysis made from the data collection. Firstly, the               
chapter covered a description of the case study and introduced the procurement process at JH.               
The results from measuring the user acceptance at JH were presented to then establish the               
assessed performance of a P2P system based on the measurements and the assumption that              
user acceptance is a precondition for a successful implementation. Secondly, the user            
acceptance and performance of P2P systems were measured at AH and SpF. Lastly, the main               
research question was answered by looking at the relationship of measured performance and             
user acceptance at AH and SpF put in relation to JH. The following chapter expands upon the                 
result and provides as discussion to address the main research question. 
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5. Discussion 
This chapter expands the results brought forward in the previous chapter and discusses them.              
Considering that the results contrasted initially held beliefs supported by theory this section will              
aim to discuss other aspects that may provide an explanation as to why this is the case. Three                  
aspects will be discussed in greater detail; limitations of the initial theory of UTAUT, how               
enforcing adoption may affect the performance and how SpF used change management            
theories to affect adoption.  

5.1. Limitations of UTAUT 

Venkatesh et al. 2003 state in their original report of UTAUT that “The technologies that have                
been studied in many of the model development and comparison studies have been relatively              
simple, individual-oriented information technologies as opposed to more complex and          
sophisticated organizational technologies that are the focus of managerial concern and of this             
study." (Venkatesh et al. 2003). This is resonated in the example questions formulated when              
assessing user acceptance. The questions are formulated to ask the individual of their             
perception of how the proposed technology will affect them and their workflows. The questions              
are not on how the organisation as a whole will be affected. The focus for the model is individual                   
acceptance and usage decisions in organizations (Venkatesh et al. 2003). 
 
Rogers’ theories of Diffusion of Innovation suggest that the adoption of technology is more              
dependent on social interactions (Rogers, 2003). A P2P system touch upon multiple            
departments, multiple employees and multiple processes that interlinked make out the           
procurement process (Purchase et al., 2010). Therefore, it can be assumed that a P2P system               
is what is referred to above as a “more complex and sophisticated organizational” technology.              
However, just because UTAUT was not developed by studying more complex systems it is not               
possible to directly disqualify its applicability on predicting the adoption of complex systems.             
However, as our research suggest it may affect its predictability potential for adopting large,              
complex systems. 

5.2. Enforcing Adoption 

In order to explore the performance measured at AH one must take LOU, the law of public                 
procurement, into account. This due to being constrained LOU may have implications on the              
user acceptance and in turn the performance of the P2P system.  
 
LOU regulate purchases done by government authorities. The set of laws prescribe in detail              
how the procurement process should be done; specifically tendering and supplier selection.            
Organisations that have to follow LOU must be able to prove that each procurement that is                
governed by LOU has been done in accordance with the law. This means that adhering to LOU                 
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leads to an increased workload for each procurement process. Therefore it is in these              
organisations interest to reduce the number of procurement processes undertaken. This can be             
done by increasing the number of purchases that are in the form of blanket releases from                
framework agreements, Therefore organisations that must adhere to LOU have an added            
incentive to establish framework agreements and purchase through blanket releases.  
 
AH was sentenced in 2016 to follow LOU, meaning adjustments to the procurement process              
was needed to adhere to the law. Moreover, the employees was forced to use the provided P2P                 
system, this to be able to prove that each procurement that is governed by LOU, had been done                  
in accordance with the law. What this means is that the user acceptance did not have significant                 
role regarding the influence of the adoption of the P2P system, this since the use of the system                  
was made mandatory. The models used in UTAUT have mostly been tested in voluntary usage               
contexts. This means that the conclusions regarding user acceptance between a mandatory            
setting, such as this one, and a voluntary setting should be generalized with caution.              
(Venkatesh et al. 2003) 
 
Furthermore, being sentenced to follow LOU meant that AH actively increased the framework             
agreements, this to reduce the number of procurement processes undertaken. Having the            
majority of purchases being made in the form of a blanket release gives an indication to                
suppliers that engaging in a framework agreement is advantageous. With the enhanced trading             
image AH will be able to appeal to better and more attractive suppliers (Attaran, 2001).               
Moreover, being able to show a high degree of purchases being made from blanket releases               
from framework agreements may lead to improved terms and gained discounts (Sund-Norrgård            
et al. 2014). 
 
Hence, the performance gains in relation to quality was not driven by the user acceptance but                
rather the effects of actively increasing the framework agreements. Moreover the performance            
gains in relation to control was an effect due to having to prove that each procurement that is                  
governed by LOU has been done in accordance with the law. 
 
To conclude, AH was able to reach a medium level of measured performance without having               
the adoption of the P2P system being driven by the user acceptance. However, achieving these               
performance gains was facilitated due to extraordinary circumstances not applicable for the            
assessment of the situation at JH. However, just because UTAUT was not developed to study               
adoption in these kind of complex circumstances, it is not possible to directly disqualify its               
applicability on predicting the adoption. However, as our research suggest it may affect its              
predictability potential.  

5.3. Changing Perceptions at Specialfastigheter 

Data gathered from SpF, AH and JH all indicated concern of reduced autonomy and adaptability               
in the procurement process before the adoption of a P2P system. This concern affected the               
user acceptance negatively. However, this section will elaborate how SpF addressed this            
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concern by using sections of Rogers theories on Diffusion of Innovation and the possible effects               
of using change management theories to affect adoption.  
 
In 2008 SpF was organised similarly to JH; the procurement department was a strategic              
resource for SpF whilst most employees could procure independent of the procurement            
department. SpF had an outspoken strategic goal to increase the contract loyalty and make              
sure employees used framework agreements to a greater extent. When the system was             
introduced in 2008 they measured a contract loyalty of 40%, meaning that 40% of purchases               
were blanket releases and the remaining 60% of purchases were made through organisations             
where SpF did not have a framework agreement in place. This could partly be due to a lack of                   
relevant framework agreements but also a reluctance to use the supplied system and             
framework agreements.  
 
Many of the employees at SpF held the opinion that the one placing the order knows best on                  
what and how to procure and that the desired adaptability and relevancy of the agreement is not                 
achievable from framework agreements established by someone with less knowledge of the            
identified need. In similarity to JH and AH the employees valued autonomy and adaptability of               
the then current procurement process and believed that a system would reduce this autonomy              
and adaptability. According to the head of the procurement department at SpF the user              
acceptance was initially, by some, low, due to above mentioned reasons which affected             
adoption negatively. The employees who raised this concern were uncertain about the            
technology and thus less likely to adopt the initial release of P2P system at SpF.  
 
To increase the adoption of the P2P system SpF involved those who had a favourable attitude                
to the P2P system. These people was gathered in a focus group to help test new functionality                 
and influence the development of the system. This group interacted with the central             
procurement department and got to learn in better detail the benefits of the P2P system, not just                 
for themselves but for SpF as a whole, which in turn lead to a reinforcement of the favourable                  
attitude within the selected group. SpF argued that this group then became ambassadors of the               
system, influencing those with an unfavourable attitude or those who had not made up their               
mind. According to Rogers’ theories on the innovation-decision process, individuals, before           
deciding on a favourable or unfavourable attitude to the technology, tend to decrease the              
uncertainty surrounding the technology by social reinforcement of his or her attitude towards the              
new technology (Rogers, 2003). The individual wants to know that his or her thinking is on the                 
right track in the opinion of his or her peers.  
 
The theory suggests that if the peers are highly favourable towards the idea this will in turn                 
influence those who are uncertain into a more favourable attitude (Rogers, 2003). SpF now              
state that the perception of the P2P system is that it is a valuable tool and user adoption is high.                    
One indication of the adoptions is that their contract loyalty is at 95%, meaning that 95% of all                  
procurements that can be handled by the system, go through the system. There are still               
procurements that are not handled by the system, such as large scale turnkey contracts. SpF               
have also undergone a reorganisation of responsibilities for the procurement process. Now most             
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to all procurements must go through the central procurement department, and if an employee              
identifies a need not covered by the P2P system he or she must specify this and let the central                   
procurement department procure the good or service or reach a framework agreement which             
will then be added to their P2P system. SpF argue that the concern for lack of adaptability and                  
autonomy has been eradicated through the reorganisation of the procurement responsibilities           
and the availability of relevant framework agreements productified in their P2P system. SpF             
argue that reaching this stage can partly be attributed to the work with the focus group and                 
continuous improvement of the P2P system in accordance with the needs of the employees. 
 
The user acceptance was initially low, but it is reasonable to believe that the active use of                 
change management strategies have affected how users now have come to accept and actively              
adopt the technology. It may therefore be argued that the use of change management theories               
affected the adoption of the technology and thus affected the measured performance of the              
technology. 

5.4. Reflection on Sustainability & Ethics 

The guidelines regarding how JH should act in accordance with sustainability and ethics in              
relation to their procurement processes can be translated as: 
 

● All procurement must be made with competition and Jernhusen must only make            
purchases from suppliers who have a stable economic basis and fulfill their obligations to              
society regarding taxes and fees 

● The purchases made must follow Jernhusen's sustainability policy, code of conduct for            
sustainable development and code of conduct on ethics and morality. 

 
With the adoption of a procurement system a substantial amount of all the purchases made will                
be done with system support. A functionality made possible is constraining the possibility of              
making purchases with certain suppliers. If a supplier has not been examined or failed to uphold                
the demands set by JH regarding sustainability one could remove them as a supplier within the                
system limiting the possibility of making further purchase orders. 
 
Moreover if introducing a system capable of a higher degree of supplier evaluation than today               
JH would be able to better track the performance of the suppliers. If one for each order would be                   
able to evaluate the supplier after a received invoice, it would be possible to aggregate the                
singular evaluations into an overall rating of the supplier. Having gained insights from the              
aggregated evaluations JH would then be able to prioritize suppliers with good evaluations and              
avoid suppliers failing to uphold JH requirements.  
 
Data from both AH and SpF showed that with the adoption of a P2P system they are more                  
capable of ensuring that their suppliers followed their set sustainability and ethical goals.             
Concluding, this research shows that one, previously not discussed, performance gain of            
adopting a P2P system is to better adhere to set sustainability and ethical goals. 
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5.5. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has extended upon the result and analysis made by discussing them. This section               
discussed aspects that may provide a deeper understanding of the results. Three aspects were              
discussed in greater detail; limitations of the initial theory of UTAUT, how enforcing adoption              
may affect the performance and how SpF used change management theories to affect adoption.              
In addition to this ethical and sustainability aspects of the research were discussed.  
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6. Conclusions 
This chapter summarizes the research done and declares the conclusions. Firstly, the research             
questions and their correlating answers are presented. Secondly, the contributions of the            
research done are presented as well as the limitations and suggestions for future research. 

6.1. Answers to Research Questions 

The aim of this research is to explore how important user acceptance before adoption is for                
assessing the performance and likelihood of a successful P2P system implementation.. The            
objective was to study three case companies in total, one that is considering adopting a P2P                
system, two that have undergone the adoption of a P2P system. By exploring the relationship               
between performance and user acceptance in the companies that have undergone the            
adoption, one can then discuss if the same conclusions can be drawn for the company still                
considering adoption. First the research questions RQ 1, RQ 2 and RQ 3 and their correlating                
answers will be brought forward, lastly the main research question. This due to the answers               
from the RQ 1, 2, and 3 being the foundation upon which the main research question is                 
answered. 
 
The research questions were approached as a multiple case study at three organisations;             
Jernhusen, Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. The two organisations that have          
undergone the adoption of a P2P system are Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter and they              
implemented a P2P system in 2003 and 2008 respectively. The organisation considering            
adoption of a P2P system is Jernhusen. Figure 11 illustrates a timeline of the three               
organisations and when user acceptance and performance measurements have been made. 
 

 
Figure 11. Illustration of the measurements of user acceptance and performance. 

 
 
RQ 1: What is the assessed performance of a P2P system based on user acceptance as a                 
strong precondition for a successful implementation? 
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The user acceptance at JH was shown to be low. A majority of users expressed the                
performance expectancy to be low. This implies that the users did not expect that a P2P system                 
would provide any efficiency, quality or control in regards to performance gains. A majority of               
users expressed the effort expectancy to be low, meaning that a majority of interviewees              
perceived the effort required to use the technology to be high in relation to the benefits. The                 
social influence was not indicative of the user acceptance.  
 
UTAUT is designed to assess the likelihood of success for new technology introductions by              
measuring user acceptance. Given a low user acceptance UTAUT indicate that the likelihood of              
success of introducing a P2P system at JH to be low. It is likely that people will be unwilling to                    
adopt the P2P system ie. sustain from using the system. A P2P system in itself does not enforce                  
the users to use the system, current workflows may proceed in parallel. Therefore, if the               
technology is rejected or not adopted en masse it is likely that current workflows will coexist with                 
the system. Concluding, based on the low user acceptance at JH, the theory suggest that it is                 
unlikely to see gains in efficiency, quality and control from adopting a P2P system. 
 
RQ 2: What was the user acceptance before adopting a P2P system? 
 
This research question was answered by measuring the user acceptance of a P2P system of               
two organisations; Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter.  
 
The user acceptance at AH was shown to be low. The performance expectancy was regarded               
to be low and the effort expectancy was regarded as low as well. The social influence was not                  
indicative of the user acceptance.  
 
The user acceptance at SpF was shown to be low. The performance expectancy was regarded               
to be low due to concerns that the system would limit their ability to select supplier leading to                  
losses in quality and efficiency. The effort expectancy was regarded low, meaning that the users               
believed that using the system would require a higher effort than continuing with existing              
processes. The social influence did indicate any influence on user acceptance. 
 
RQ 3: What is the measured performance of a P2P system after adoption? 
 
This research question was answered by measuring the performance of a P2P system of two               
organisations; Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter. Central to performance of a P2P system            
is how the system supports intermediate process that interlinked make out the procurement             
process. The research has defined P2P systems as providing performance gains by: 
 

● Providing efficiency gains from reducing workload for steps in the procurement process            
by automation, e.g for the accounting of received invoices. 

● Supporting information processing and decision making, e.g for the selection of supplier. 
● Coordinating and controlling of purchase orders and approval of purchase orders. 

 
These points was summarized as gains in efficiency, quality and control. 
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The P2P system was show to have medium performance gains in the intermediate processes              
that interlinked make out the procurement process at AH. Hence, the measured performance of              
the P2P system at AH is deemed medium. The P2P system indicate performance gains in two                
of the three aspects; quality and control. 
 
The P2P system adopted at SpF was show to have large performance gains in many               
intermediate process that interlinked make out the procurement process. Hence, the measured            
performance of the P2P system at SpF is deemed high. The P2P system indicate performance               
gains in all three aspects; efficiency, quality and control. 
 
The main research question was formulated as: 
How important is user acceptance as a precondition for successful implementation of a P2P              
system? 
 
The findings from RQ 2 and 3 can be summarized to Table 3 below: 

 Akademiska Hus Specialfastigheter 

Measured User Acceptance Low Low 

Measured Performance Medium High 

Table 3. Summarising results from RQ2 and RQ3 
 
Previous research suggest that user acceptance is important to the successful implementation            
of any new technology (Taherdoost, 2019, Venkatesh et al. 2003). However, the data             
summarised in table 2 suggest that for both AH and SpF the adoption of P2P systems have                 
proven to be successful. Both organisations show performance gains from adopting a P2P             
system, even though the user acceptance before adoption was measured to be low. The low               
user acceptance at Jernhusen theory suggest a low performance from adopting a P2P system.              
However, the result from Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter indicate that the ability to             
predict performance of a P2P system based on user acceptance cannot be deemed accurate.              
The research therefore concludes that user acceptance is not an important precondition for a              
successful implementation of a P2P system. 
 

6.2. Contribution 

Generalizability is the extent to which the research findings can be extended to other cases or                
settings. For the interpretivist paradigm and case studies research may be able to generalize              
from one setting to a similar setting if the analysis has captured the interactions and               
characteristics of the phenomena of the case study (Collis et al., 2013). Theoretical contribution              
links to the case studies generalizability.  
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This research adds to the current range of research into the impact P2P systems have on                
organisations by capturing the interactions and characteristics of P2P system and their adoption             
in two organisations. The research has added to the range of research studying aspects that               
affect user acceptance specifically for P2P systems. The research has extended the current             
research as to how well UTAUT model is applicable on predicting adoption and performance of               
P2P technology based on user acceptance. 

6.2.1. Limitations and Future Research 
The study explored how well user acceptance predicts performance of a P2P system and was               
conducted as a case study on three organisations. Consequently, the findings of the study are               
correlated to the case subject’s existing processes and context. However, many of the aspects              
can be generalized to a broader perspective due to the general topics that have been               
discussed, e.g. technology acceptance, process change and general impact of P2P systems.            
The researchers believe that this broader perspective is of concern for several actors,             
regardless of context specific attributes. However, additional case studies in other organisations            
and business environments are needed to confirm and enhance the validity and generalisability             
of the results.  
 
Further, the time-frame of the study limited the full understanding of the complexity of all of the                 
case subjects procurement processes. Given the time-frame focus was on the case of             
Jernhusens processes before adoption but with more time a more detailed understanding of the              
processes and complexities at Akademiska Hus and Specialfastigheter would have been           
possible. The time limit also enforced a limited perspective of performance of a P2P system at                
Jernhusen. If Jernhusen decide to implement a P2P system more time would have allowed for               
the possibility to gauge the user acceptance at multiple steps in time, as the organisation               
implements the technology. This would have made the contribution to theories on technology             
acceptance more substantial. 

6.3. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has summarized the research done and declared the conclusions made. The             
answers to the four research questions as well as the main question was presented. Further the                
contributions and limitations for the research was brought forward along with the suggestions for              
future research. The following chapter presents the literature and sources of information used in              
the research, thus concluding the report. 
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